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ABSTRACT

Background
Communication and language development are areas of particular weakness for young children with Down syndrome. Caregivers’ interaction with children influences language development, so many early interventions involve training parents how best to respond to their children and provide appropriate language stimulation. Thus, these interventions are mediated through parents, who in turn are trained and coached in the implementation of interventions by clinicians. As the interventions involve a considerable commitment from clinicians and families, we undertook this review to synthesise the evidence of their effectiveness.

Objectives
To assess the effects of parent-mediated interventions for improving communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome. Other outcomes are parental behaviour and responsibility, parental stress and satisfaction, and children’s non-verbal means of communicating, socialisation and behaviour.

Search methods
In January 2018 we searched CENTRAL, MEDLINE, Embase and 14 other databases. We also searched three trials registers, checked the reference lists of relevant reports identified by the electronic searches, searched the websites of professional organizations, and contacted their staff and other researchers working in the field to identify other relevant published, unpublished and ongoing studies.

Selection criteria
We included randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and quasi-RCTs that compared parent-mediated interventions designed to improve communication and language versus teaching/treatment as usual (TAU) or no treatment or delayed (wait-listed) treatment, in children with Down syndrome aged between birth and six years. We included studies delivering the parent-mediated intervention in conjunction with a clinician-mediated intervention, as long as the intervention group was the only group to receive the former and both groups received the latter.

Data collection and analysis
We used standard Cochrane methodological procedures for data collection and analysis.
Main results

We included three studies involving 45 children aged between 29 months and six years with Down syndrome. Two studies compared parent-mediated interventions versus TAU; the third compared a parent-mediated plus clinician-mediated intervention versus a clinician-mediated intervention alone. Treatment duration varied from 12 weeks to six months. One study provided nine group sessions and four individualised home-based sessions over a 13-week period. Another study provided weekly, individual clinic-based or home-based sessions lasting 1.5 to 2 hours, over a six-month period. The third study provided one 2- to 3-hour group session followed by bi-weekly, individual clinic-based sessions plus once-weekly home-based sessions for 12 weeks. Because of the different study designs and outcome measures used, we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis.

We judged all three studies to be at high risk of bias in relation to blinding of participants (not possible due to the nature of the intervention) and blinding of outcome assessors, and at an unclear risk of bias for allocation concealment. We judged one study to be at unclear risk of selection bias, as authors did not report the methods used to generate the random sequence; at high risk of reporting bias, as they did not report on one assessed outcome; and at high risk of detection bias, as the control group had a co-intervention and only parents in the intervention group were made aware of the target words for their children. The sample sizes of each included study were very small, meaning that they are unlikely to be representative of the target population.

The findings from the three included studies were inconsistent. Two studies found no differences in expressive or receptive language abilities between the groups, whether measured by direct assessment or parent reports. However, they did find that children in the intervention group could use more targeted vocabulary items or utterances with language targets in certain contexts postintervention, compared to those in the control group; this was not maintained 12 months later. The third study found gains for the intervention group on total-language measures immediately postintervention.

One study did not find any differences in parental stress scores between the groups at any time point up to 12 months postintervention. All three studies noted differences in most measures of how the parents talked to and interacted with their children postintervention, and in one study most strategies were maintained in the intervention group at 12 months postintervention. No study reported evidence of language attrition following the intervention in either group, while one study found positive outcomes on children’s socialisation skills in the intervention group. One study looked at adherence to the treatment through attendance data, finding that mothers in the intervention group attended seven out of nine group sessions and were present for four home visits. No study measured parental use of the strategies outside of the intervention sessions.

A grant from the Hospital for Sick Children Foundation (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) funded one study. Another received partial funding from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and the Department of Education in the USA. The remaining study did not specify any funding sources.

In light of the serious limitations in methodology, and the small number of studies included, we considered the overall quality of the evidence, as assessed by GRADE, to be very low. This means that we have very little confidence in the results, and further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of treatment effect.

Authors’ conclusions

There is currently insufficient evidence to determine the effects of parent-mediated interventions for improving the language and communication of children with Down syndrome. We found only three small studies of very low quality. This review highlights the need for well-designed studies, including RCTs, to evaluate the effectiveness of parent-mediated interventions. Trials should use valid, reliable and similar measures of language development, and they should include measures of secondary outcomes more distal to the intervention, such as family well-being. Treatment fidelity, in particular parental dosage of the intervention outside of prescribed sessions, also needs to be documented.
Language development is an area of particular weakness for young children with Down syndrome. Caregivers’ interaction with children influences language development, so sometimes clinicians coach parents so they can stimulate their children’s language and communication skills.

**Study characteristics**

The evidence is current to January 2018.

We found three studies involving 45 children aged between 29 months and six years. Two studies were randomised controlled trials: experiments in which children were allocated to treatment (i.e. parent-mediated) and control (treatment as usual or clinician-mediated, or both) groups using a random method such as a computer-generated list of random numbers. The other study reported that randomisation took place but did not specify how this was done.

Two studies compared parent-mediated intervention to treatment as usual. One of these lasted for 13 weeks, and parents in the intervention group received nine, weekly group sessions and four individual sessions in the home. The total intervention time was approximately 26.5 hours. A second study lasted for six months, and parents received weekly, 1.5- to 2-hour clinic or home-based, individualised, parent-child sessions. The total intervention time was approximately 48 hours. A third study compared a parent- and clinician-mediated intervention to a clinician-only-mediated intervention. In this study the parents in the intervention group took part in a two- to three-hour interactive workshop plus three individualised sessions (two clinic-based and one home-based) every week for 12 weeks. The control group received the same individualised sessions, but a clinician delivered them (i.e. there was no parental involvement). The total intervention time was approximately 19 hours.

A grant from the Hospital for Sick Children Foundation (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) funded one study. Another received partial funding from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and the Department of Education in the USA. The remaining study did not specify any funding sources.

**Key results**

Two of the three studies found no differences in children’s language ability after parent training. However, these same two studies found that children in the intervention group used more words that had been specifically targeted, postintervention; this was not maintained 12 months later. The study that gave parents the largest amount of intervention reported gains on general measures of overall language ability for children in the intervention group. One study did not find any changes in levels of parental stress immediately or up to 12 months postintervention in either group. All three studies noted changes in how parents talked to and interacted with their children immediately postintervention, and most strategies were retained by the intervention group 12 months later. One study reported increases in the socialisation skills of children who received the intervention. No study reported language attrition in either group postintervention.

**Quality of the evidence**

We rated the quality of the evidence in this review as very low, as only three studies fulfilled the criteria for inclusion, and all had small sizes and serious methodological limitations. There is currently insufficient evidence to determine the effect of parent-mediated interventions for improving the communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome.
### SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FOR THE MAIN COMPARISON

**Explanation**

Parent-mediated intervention versus treatment as usual for communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome

**Patient or population:** children with Down syndrome aged between birth and six years  
**Setting:** home, clinic, or both; interventions delivered through group or one-to-one sessions  
**Intervention:** parent-mediated intervention  
**Comparison:** treatment as usual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>n of participants (studies)</th>
<th>Certainty of the evidence (GRADE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Expressive language (number of different target words)**  
Assessed with: parent reports, language sample, experimental task  
Follow-up: 3 weeks | 1 study found that the intervention did not increase the children's overall vocabulary size on a standardised parent report. However, parents in the study reported that the intervention group used almost 5 more targeted words than the control group (P < 0.05), postintervention. Children who received treatment also used almost 2 more target words in free-play interaction with their mothers than those in the control (P < 0.05), although no differences were noted in the production of these target words in a semi-structured experimental task | 12 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊕⊕⊕ Very low,a,b,c,d |
| **Receptive language (total language; standard scores)**  
Assessed with: direct assessment; parent reports  
Follow-up: 2 months | 1 study found that children in the intervention group made a 50% increase in their 'language' scores (P < 0.01) using direct assessment, and a 47% increase in their 'language-cognitive' scores (P < 0.01) using parent reports, compared to just 12% and 3% increases respectively in the control group | 15 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊕⊕⊕ Very low,a,b,d |
| **Parental stress** | Not measured | | |

Copyright © 2018 The Cochrane Collaboration. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
**Changes in parental behaviour/responsivity**

Assessed with: observational rating scales (not specified); Maternal Behaviour Rating Scale (Likert scale scored 1-5; higher scores indicate increased use of coded behaviour); self-reports

Follow-up: range 3 weeks to 2 months

1 study found that mothers in the intervention group used almost 3 more target labels (P < 0.05), almost 7 more focused stimulation of target labels (P < 0.001) and maintained a more stable rate of talk (P < 0.05) compared to those in the control group. However, the mothers did not use more complex language than those in the control group postintervention. Qualitative information found that mothers also reported changes in the way they communicated with their children after the intervention, which was confirmed through checklists completed by clinicians following home visits

1 study found that mothers in the intervention group made a 67% increase (P < 0.001) in their ‘responsiveness’ ratings and a 56% increase (P < 0.001) in their ratings on ‘affect’, compared to the control group increases of 13% and 6%, respectively. The intervention group also reduced their ratings on ‘achievement/directiveness’ by 27% (P < 0.01), compared to a 3% reduction in the control group, postintervention

**Socialisation**

Assessed with: direct assessment; parent reports; Child Behaviour Rating Scale (Likert scale scored 1-5; higher scores indicate increased use of coded behaviour)

Follow-up: 2 months

1 study found that children in the intervention group increased their social development quotient scores on direct assessment by 50% (P < 0.01) and on parent reports by 44% (P < 0.01), compared to 13% and 3% increases, respectively, in the control group. A rating scale also found that the intervention group increased their ratings in attention by 54% (P < 0.001) and initiation by 57% (P < 0.001), compared to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language attrition</th>
<th>11% and 7% in the control group, respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessed with:</strong> parent reports; direct assessment; language samples; experimental task</td>
<td><strong>Follow-up:</strong> range 3 weeks to 2 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No studies reported evidence of language attrition in the intervention or control group at postintervention</strong></td>
<td><strong>(2 RCTs)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRADE Working Group grades of evidence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High certainty: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate certainty: we are moderately confident in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low certainty: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: the true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low certainty: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adherence to treatment</th>
<th>1 study found that mothers in the intervention group attended at least 7/9 training sessions and all 4 home visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessed with:</strong> consumer questionnaire; observation checklists (not specified)</td>
<td><strong>Follow-up:</strong> 3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12</strong> (1 RCT)</td>
<td><strong>GRADE Working Group grades of evidence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low a, b, c, d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Downgraded by two levels as the sample size was not justified and was small, and the analysis involved a narrative synthesis and so estimates are not available.
b Downgraded by one level as it is not possible to measure inconsistency from a single study.
c Downgraded by one level as the control group had a cointervention in one study.
d Downgraded by two levels as the risk of bias was judged to be high or unclear risk for most factors.
**BACKGROUND**

**Description of the condition**

Down syndrome, caused by extra genetic material on chromosome 21, is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability. The condition can be detected through prenatal screening and testing, or shortly after birth through clinical observations that are confirmed through genetic testing. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates the incidence of Down syndrome to be between 1 per 1000 to 1100 live births worldwide. Rising maternal age over recent years has led to an increase in the syndrome, although this is somewhat offset by prenatal screening and terminations, leading to wide variations in incidence across countries (Loane 2013). For example, Ireland (where abortion has historically been tightly restricted) had an incidence of approximately 23 per 10,000 of live births between 1990 and 2009, which was much higher than other European countries, including the UK (10 per 10,000), France (7 per 10,000) and Germany (8 per 10,000) (Loane 2013), and twice as high as that reported in the USA (11.8 per 10,000; Shin 2009).

Shin 2009 also reported a higher incidence in Hispanic individuals compared to non-Hispanic whites and African Americans. Three types of chromosomal anomalies lead to Down syndrome. The most common is trisomy 21 (present in 95% of cases), followed by translocation (4%) and mosaicism (1%), the latter having better outcomes for language and cognitive abilities (Roizen 2007). Down syndrome is associated with a number of medical, physical and developmental difficulties, including motor and intellectual problems, although language is considered to be the area that is most impaired, with the greatest effect on independent living (Abbeduto 2007).

The intellect of children with Down syndrome varies widely, although most fall in the moderate range of intellectual disability (Roizen 2007). A meta-analysis of speech and language skills in children with Down syndrome found similar variability and individual differences, though most had an impairment when compared to typically developing children of the same non-verbal mental age (Ngss 2011). One exception was vocabulary comprehension, which was in line with the children’s non-verbal mental age. Young children with Down syndrome are often reported to progress through stages and sequences of language and early communication development in a similar way to younger, typically developing children (Chapman 1997), albeit at a slower pace. This progress leads to an overall profile of delayed early language development (Polišenská 2014), with some differences (Ypsilanti 2008). The general profile of language difficulties in children with Down syndrome is poorer expressive language compared to language comprehension, particularly in the area of vocabulary, while for grammar, studies have reported both receptive and expressive difficulties (Laws 2004; Miller 1999). Phonology, syntax and particular aspects of pragmatic language development also present specific challenges for individuals with Down syndrome (Martin 2009). The heterogeneity of language development in this population has been well documented: while most children are delayed in the onset of their first words (Roizen 2007), others have found that some children start using words at a similar age to typically developing children (Chapman 1997). However, the gap in language attainment between children with Down syndrome and their typically developing peers, even those of the same non-verbal mental age, tends to widen with increasing age. More importantly, research has uncovered disproportionate delays in the expressive language abilities of children with Down syndrome compared to those expected from their overall level of cognitive functioning, and relative to other groups of children with intellectual disability matched for chronological age, mental age and intelligence (Roberts 2008; Warren 2008; Yodor 2004; Yodor 2014). A significant contributor to speech and language impairment in this population is the high rate of hearing loss (Laws 2014), particularly fluctuating conductive hearing loss from frequent middle ear infections, which has been observed to affect 93% of one-year olds, with 68% still affected at five years (Barr 2011). Deficits in auditory (phonological) short-term memory have also been linked to language difficulties in this population (Chapman 2001; Laws 2003), as have early difficulties with joint attention (Zampini 2015). Their language difficulties are compounded by deficits in speech sound production and intelligibility (Kent 2013). Some studies have reported a plateau in linguistic attainment in adolescents, particularly for expressive language, morphosyntax (Laws 2004), and narrative production (Chapman 1998), while others have shown that they can continue to make gains in their language development into adulthood (Abbeduto 2007; Chapman 2001).

Areas of relative strength for children with Down syndrome are in socialisation and non-verbal communication through the use of gestures (Chapman 1997). Moreover, they can have a preference for gestures over verbal communication early in development, and research has found a positive relationship between gesture use and later expressive language (Te Kaat-van den Os 2015).

**Description of the intervention**

There is strong consensus that children develop within the context of their family and that parents are best placed to support this development. Therefore, where children are at risk for developmental delay, training parents on how to promote early language development effectively is essential (Barton 2013). This intervention is particularly important for young children with Down syndrome, as there tends to be less interaction between parents and children with Down syndrome than typically developing children as young as five months of age (Slonims 2006). One important aspect of parent-child interaction is responsivity. For example, Mahoney 1985a found that children with Down syndrome had higher scores on the mental domain of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID; Bayley 1969) if their mothers used a more responsive interaction style when playing with them, compared to...
children who had mothers who used a more directive or teaching style of interaction. A follow-up study demonstrated that maternal responsivity was associated with increased use of words, imitation, and non-verbal communication in the children when compared to those with mothers who used a didactic or inattentive style of interaction (Mahoney 1988). Optimal parental response is also a predictor of later productive language in studies of children with intellectual disabilities (Yodor 2004).

Caregivers can also influence their child’s language development through the quality and quantity of their linguistic input and interactions. For example, Hurtenlocher 2010 reported that the diversity of language input that children receive predicts their language growth, while more recent research has signalled the importance of children’s active involvement in conversational exchanges with their caregivers (Romero 2018). The language learning environment is also heavily influenced by parental socioeconomic status (Hart 1995; Hoff 2006). For young children with Down syndrome, research has shown that the vocabulary directed to them can be simpler, in terms of composition and variability, and that they receive a lower proportion of imitations from their mothers when compared to typically developing peers (Zampini 2011). It is important to realise that the effect on this interaction is bi-directional, as the interactional characteristics of children with Down syndrome such as passivity and low requesting behaviours are also linked to differences in parental input with implications for their language learning experiences (Mundy 1995).

For the reasons outlined above, a large part of speech and language intervention for young children with Down syndrome involves training parents and caregivers about the importance of responsivity, quality and quantity of their language input and interaction to maximise cognitive, social and communication development. The intervention is known variously as ‘(interactive) focused stimulation’, ‘responsivity education/teaching’ ‘naturalistic teaching’ or ‘milieu teaching’, but regardless of the label, the aim is similar: training caregivers to recognise and respond to verbal and non-verbal communication and interaction in their children in order to encourage an increase in these behaviours (Warren 2008). One example is the Hanen Parent Program ‘It Takes Two to Talk’ (Girolametto 2006), which educates parents about the importance of child-oriented behaviours to promote joint attention and reciprocal interaction and helps them to apply language facilitation strategies in natural, everyday interactions. Enhanced milieu teaching (EMT) is another version of this intervention, which combines elements of responsivity education with behavioural strategies and milieu teaching through modelling and appropriate environmental arrangements to reinforce children’s communicative responses to adult prompts and teach targeted language goals (Hancock 2007). Other versions of the programme combine parent responsivity training with direct clinician-mediated intervention (for example Fey 2006), but the focus of this review will be on parent-mediated interventions to determine the effects outside of the intervention delivered by a clinician. In addition, although other programmes may encourage parents to explicitly teach their children manual signs or key-word reading, this review will focus on interventions that target interactive language learning through daily activities and play.

Parent-mediated interventions can take place in group classroom sessions where caregivers learn about communication strategies and then are regularly videotaped interacting with their child by the clinician in order to provide feedback and reinforcement of goals for the individual parent-child dyad (Girolametto 2006). Alternatively, the intervention can be delivered on an individual basis, where a clinician and parent work together to devise goals for both the parent and child, and the clinician coaches the parent through discussion, role play, live modelling and video-feedback on how to implement strategies to achieve these goals. Therefore, the outcomes of the intervention are measured primarily in terms of changes in the child’s interaction, communication and language skills, but also through changes in caregiver behaviour and responsivity, as this is a key factor in the success of the programmes.

As language is acquired in everyday interactions between children and their caregivers, and as parents and caregivers spend the most time interacting and communicating with their children, this intervention is considered to be ecologically valid and family-centred. Furthermore, best practice guidelines for speech and language therapy in preschool children with Down syndrome highlight the importance of early intervention and of parents being aware of, and trained in, effective strategies for promoting language and communication (Buckley 2002).

**How the intervention might work**

Parent-mediated interventions come from naturalistic observations of the bi-directional nature of adult-child interactions, whereby an increase in non-verbal or verbal communication from the child changes how the adult responds (known as contingent responses), which, in turn, helps to support further communication development in the child (Warren 2008). This means that both the child and those in their communicative environment change over time and affect each other in a reciprocal fashion. However, the interventions presume that more tailored, focused and intensive caregiver input is required in children with language delay, who have difficulty picking up on parental cues, and because both caregivers and children interact and respond differently when compared to typically developing children and their parents. The interventions aim to help adults become aware of the child’s communication and interaction and their role in facilitating this development by altering their responses to their child. This should help children increase their frequency of intentional communication through joint attention and verbal or non-verbal communication, or both (for example, pointing and gestures), thereby preparing children to use early language skills more efficiently (Warren 2008). Furthermore, the approaches aim to make caregivers aware
of the quality and quantity of their own linguistic input to the children and to modify it according to the child’s ability, which helps the child to understand and eventually use language themselves (Girolametto 1996). The overall aims of parent-mediated interventions, therefore, are as follows.

1. To foster and increase adult-child interaction and joint attention through child-centred activities.
2. To promote the frequency and complexity of adult responsivity to non-verbal and verbal communication.
3. To facilitate appropriate language modelling and prompting from adults that helps the child to understand and produce language.

The model of parent-mediated interventions is ‘triadic’ (Roberts 2011), with an experienced clinician training parents to use specific interaction- and language-promoting strategies with their children. This means that there are many aspects that can influence the overall effectiveness of the intervention, including how the intervention is delivered and by whom, parental implementation of the strategies, and the child’s ability to benefit from the same. For example, an early study noted that maternal style of interaction and level of education before treatment affected the outcome (Yoder 1998). Other factors that might influence the outcome include the caregiver’s relationship with the clinician, their willingness to implement the intervention, their socioeconomic status and levels of stress. How the intervention is delivered (for example, group or individually), the intensity of delivery, as well as the training and experience of the clinician delivering the intervention may also have an effect (Laudahl 2006). For the children, previous research has noted that baseline language and cognitive skills can influence a child’s response to this type of intervention (Siller 2013); and similarly, the child’s general health, hearing status, personality and behaviour could be important mediators of treatment gains. We attempted to extract this information from the studies, where provided, in order to understand the complex factors that make this intervention work.

Why it is important to do this review

Experts in the field of Down syndrome argue that “speech and language therapy is the most important part of intervention services for children with Down syndrome if we wish to promote their cognitive … and social development” (Buckley 2002, p 70). To date, however, there has been no systematic review of any speech and language intervention in children with Down syndrome. Changes in healthcare services for young children have moved towards providing for the needs of the whole family through initiatives such as Individualised family service plans (IFSPs), which outline the support required by the whole family. As parents are best placed to facilitate their child’s main language because they are able to maximise communication opportunities in everyday situations (Girolametto 2006), early intervention services are now embedded in the home and mediated through parents and caregivers (Kaiser 2011). The aim of this early intervention is to enhance family patterns of interaction within a transactional model of development that can change the child’s actual and potential outcomes at an early and malleable stage of development. Sameroff 2000 (p 142) says that a child’s development is “a product of the continuous dynamic interactions between the child and the experience provided by his or her family and social context”. Thus, interventions that enhance those interactions with very young children are appropriate and well placed to support the most positive outcomes. However, the evidence base for these interventions has not yet been established for this group. Furthermore, the various therapist, parent, child and therapy factors (for example, mode of delivery, dosage etc.) that influence the success of the intervention are not yet known. Roberts 2011 carried out a meta-analysis into the effectiveness of parent-implemented language interventions, but this review was not limited to randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and included children with any type of language impairment. Cochrane Reviews on speech and language interventions exist, or are undergoing updates, for other identifiable groups of children with language difficulties such as those with primary speech and language delay or disorder as well as children with non-progressive motor disorders (Law 2017; Pennington 2018). In addition, there are systematic reviews of parent-mediated interventions for children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD; Oono 2013) and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Zwi 2011), but, as yet, there are no reviews of parent-mediated interventions for children with Down syndrome. Finally, as parent-mediated interventions involve a considerable commitment from families and clinicians and are considered to be ‘indirect’, parents may become more stressed by having to be directly responsible for their children’s intervention when they are already dealing with the additional demands of having a child with a disability (Brinker 1994). If early parent-mediated interventions are to continue, we need to gather the evidence for the effects on the child’s language and other communication skills and identify the specific factors that are likely to make them more successful. We anticipate that the findings from this review will help inform clinicians, parents and educators about best practice in early intervention for children with Down syndrome.

OBJECTIVES

To assess the effects of parent-mediated interventions for improving communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome. Other outcomes are parental behaviour and responsibility, parental stress and satisfaction, and children’s non-verbal means of communicating, socialisation and behaviour.

METHODS
Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies
RCTs and quasi-RCTs (studies where participants are allocated to treatments by, for example, date of birth, location or alternate allocation). We did not include cross-over designs, as these are not considered appropriate for interventions with lasting consequences.

Types of participants
Primary caregivers of children with Down syndrome aged between birth and six years, irrespective of the severity or type of Down syndrome. All children had to be monolingual but could have spoken any language.

Types of interventions
All parent-mediated interventions designed to improve communication and language in children with Down syndrome from birth to six years of age. The intervention involved coaching, supervision and support from a clinician, and took place either on an individual or group basis. Specifically, we made comparisons between the parent-mediated interventions and the following.

1. General stimulation conditions or teaching/treatment as usual (TAU).
2. Interventions that used clinician-mediated interventions.
3. Controlled conditions that involved no treatment or delayed (wait-listed) treatment.

We included studies in which the parent-mediated intervention was delivered in conjunction with another intervention, such as a clinician-mediated intervention, as long as the latter was given to both intervention and control groups, and the parent-mediated intervention was provided only to those in the intervention group.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes
Expressive and receptive language skills measured through scores from standardised tests, criterion referenced tests, parent reports, experimental tasks, and language samples/conversations (for example, the Reynell Developmental Language Scales (RDLS; Edwards 1997). The scores from language samples included: mean length of utterance (MLU), measured in words or morphemes; number of different words (NDW) in a sample; or total number of words (TNW), which could be used to calculate type-token ratios (TTRs).

We also measured possible adverse effects of intervention such as an increase in parental stress as assessed by, for example, the Parenting Stress Index (PSI; Abidin 1995).

Secondary outcomes
Secondary outcomes included changes in parental behaviours/responsivity captured through videotaped interactions or observations and measured by a validated scale (for example, the Maternal Behaviour Rating Scale (MBRS; Mahoney 1999a), as well as parental satisfaction with the intervention measured by questionnaires and interviews. We also measured child-related changes in non-verbal communication (for example, pointing/gestures, use of signs) and socialisation (for example, requesting/commenting) assessed through naturalistic observations or videotaped interactions and validated checklists such as the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (CDIs; Fenson 2007). We considered possible secondary adverse effects of the intervention such as an increase in negative behaviour in the child (measured by the Maladaptive Behaviour Index (MBI) subscale of the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VABS; Sparrow 2005) or other validated scales) or language attrition (indicated by a reduction in scores from baseline language tests). We also measured the adherence to treatment, such as any non-attendance or non-completion of home practice by the parents, measured and reported by the study authors, plus any reasons for the same.

We measured the effects of the interventions at the following time points: immediately (within 1 month postintervention), short to medium term (1 to 12 months postintervention), and long term (one to two years postintervention).

We used all primary outcomes and four secondary outcomes (changes in parental behaviours/responsivity, socialisation, language attrition and adherence to treatment) to populate the ‘Summary of findings’ tables.

Search methods for identification of studies

Electronic searches
The Information Specialist of Cochrane Developmental, Psychosocial and Learning Problems, and one review author (COT) ran the searches in March 2016 and updated them in January 2018. We searched the following databases and trial registers to identify relevant trials.

1. Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL; 2016 Issue 2), in the Cochrane Library, which includes the Cochrane Developmental, Psychosocial and Learning Problems Specialised Register.
2. MEDLINE Ovid (1946 to January week 2 2018).
3. MEDLINE In-Process & Other Non-indexed Citations OVID (searched 22 January 2018).
4. MEDLINE Epub Ahead of Print OVID (searched 22 January 2018).
5. Embase Ovid (1980 to 2018 week 4).
7. PsycINFO Ovid (1806 to January week 2 2018).
8. CINAHL Plus EBSCOhost (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature; 1937 to 22 January 2018).
9. Science Citation Index Web of Science (SCI; 1970 to 22 January 2018).
10. Social Sciences Citation Index Web of Science (SSCI; 1970 to 22 January 2018).
11. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR; 2018, Issue 6), part of the Cochrane Library.
12. Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE; 2015, Issue 2; final issue), part of the Cochrane Library.
17. SpeechBITE (speechbite.com; searched 22 January 2018).

We did not apply any restrictions on date, language or publication status. We planned to seek translations when necessary; however, all included studies were written in English, so translation was unnecessary. We report the search strategies used for each database in Appendix 1.

 Searching other resources

We handsearched the reference lists of relevant journal papers, book chapters, and systematic reviews identified by the Electronic searches. We approached relevant professional organisations, such as Down Syndrome Education International (dseinternational.org), searched the website of the Hanen Centre (hanen.org), and emailed colleagues and researchers to identify other possible published and unpublished studies such as technical or research reports, conference abstracts and dissertations, or ongoing trials. We also searched WhatWorks (thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/whatworks), an online resource, which summarises research on intervention for speech, language and communication, based on the Better Communication Research Programme in the UK.

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies

We managed all references generated from the search strategy using the reference management programme, EndNote X7.

We removed duplicates, and then the first two review authors (COT and AL) independently conducted an initial screening of titles and abstracts, eliminating any records that were obviously irrelevant to the review and identifying relevant studies based on our inclusion/exclusion criteria (Criteria for considering studies for this review). In cases where an abstract contained insufficient information to judge whether or not a study met the inclusion criteria, we retrieved the full text to independently examine adherence to our eligibility criteria. We resolved disagreements over inclusion by consulting a third review author (FG) for arbitration. We linked together multiple reports of the same study.

We report the outcome of the search strategy in the Results section below and in a PRISMA diagram (Moher 2009).

Data extraction and management

We developed and piloted a data extraction form based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria (for example, only RCTs or quasi-RCTs, no single case studies) before carrying out full data extraction. Review authors (COT and AL) then independently extracted information from each paper on the following.

1. Participants: number; age (of caregivers and children); gender (of caregivers and children); caregiver status (parent/other); inclusion and exclusion criteria; child’s intelligence quotient (IQ); socioeconomic status (for example, maternal education/income); hearing status; health status (of caregivers and children); comorbid conditions (for example, autism); and attendance at preschool or other therapy/educational settings.
2. Methods: baseline language and communication assessment(s); outcome measure(s) used and assessment results (for example, number of reported words or standardised scores); secondary outcomes, including any measures of caregiver behaviour/responsivity or stress through validated scales; and child measures of changes in non-verbal communication and socialisation. We also recorded the timing of the outcome measurement.
3. Interventions: mode of delivery (for example, group or individual; clinic or classroom based; and whether video feedback was used); frequency and number of the intervention sessions; duration of the intervention sessions; date and location; qualifications and experience of clinician; and whether adherence was evaluated.
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4. Training fidelity: we recorded the presence or absence of features of training fidelity based on implementation fidelity and intervention fidelity described in Barton 2013 and the categories proposed by Lieberman-Bertz 2015. We also recorded any sources of funding for the study.

**Assessment of risk of bias in included studies**

Two review authors (COT and AL), working independently, rated the risk of bias in each included study using Cochrane’s tool for assessing risk of bias, as described in the *Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions* (Higgins 2011a). We reached final judgement of risk of bias by consensus. The assessment consisted of two parts. The first consisted of a succinct description, which included verbatim quotations from the study reports or from correspondence with the trial author(s), or a comment from the review author about the procedures used to avoid bias, or both. The second part was an assessment of the risk of bias by assigning a rating of the likely risk of bias for the adequacy of the following domains: sequence generation; allocation concealment; blinding of participants and personnel; blinding of outcome assessment; incomplete outcome data; selective outcome reporting; other potential sources of bias. The detailed methods for judging ‘Risk of bias’ are in Table 1.

**Measures of treatment effect**

We did not carry out quantitative analyses of the data, as the included studies used different intervention methods, outcome measures or both (see the ‘Interventions’ and ‘Outcomes’ subsections in the Results section below). As a result, we present the individual results of studies. Table 2 presents the methods from our protocol that we had planned to use but did not (O’Toole 2016).

**Assessment of heterogeneity**

We assessed clinical heterogeneity by considering the variability in the participants (for example, socioeconomic status, age of parents and children, health status and linguistic abilities of the children), trial factors (for example, duration and intensity of the interventions, randomised concealment), and outcomes (for example, parent report versus direct assessment) studied.

**Data synthesis**

We did not conduct quantitative analyses of the data due to heterogeneity amongst the included studies. Thus, we present the individual results of studies in successive sections.

**‘Summary of findings’ table**

We assessed the overall quality of the body of evidence using the GRADE approach (Guyatt 2008). The GRADE Working Group outlines five factors that may decrease the quality of a body of evidence. These are: limitations in the design and implementation of available studies (high risk of bias), inconsistency (unexplained heterogeneity), indirectness (population, intervention, comparison and outcome), imprecision of results, and high probability of publication bias. Two review authors (COT and AL) assessed the quality of the body of evidence for each outcome against these criteria and assigned each one a judgement of high, moderate, low, or very low quality. There were no disagreements between the review authors. We reported this information in Summary of findings for the main comparison, comparing parent-mediated intervention versus treatment as usual, and Summary of findings 2, comparing parent- and clinician-mediated intervention to clinician-mediated intervention alone, which we constructed using GRADE profiler (GRADEproGDT 2015). We included all primary and secondary outcomes in our assessment of quality, and outcomes ranged from immediately after the intervention to 12 months postintervention.

**RESULTS**

**Description of studies**

See Characteristics of included studies and Characteristics of excluded studies tables.

**Results of the search**

The searches yielded a total of 8604 records (8599 from searching of databases and 5 additional records from searching secondary sources). After removing duplicates, two review authors (COT and AL) independently screened the titles and abstracts of 5408 records and found 63 that were potentially relevant. We retrieved and assessed the full-text reports for eligibility and contacted the authors of 11 studies to request further detail and clarification. We received responses from the authors of nine studies, either to confirm that they excluded children with Down syndrome from their study (Gibbard 1992; Gibbard 1994; Gibbard 2004; Leung 2016; Mahoney 1985b), or that they no longer had access to the data to extract the results for the children with Down syndrome separately (Girolametto 1988; Heifetz 1977; Innocenti 1993; Tannock 1992). COT and AL disagreed over the inclusion of two studies and consulted a third review author (FG) for arbitration. Following this process, we determined that three studies met the inclusion criteria. We also contacted the authors of these studies with requests for clarification and further data. One responded to say that they no longer had access to the data (Girolametto 1998) and another shared the data set for the children with Down syndrome only (Kaiser 2013). We received no response from the author of the third study. See Figure 1 for a breakdown of the search results.
Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
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6 = not an intervention study
6 = not RCT or quasi-RCT
11 = no children with Down syndrome in the study
1 = did not include children aged 0-6 years
6 = results for children with Down syndrome not available separately
9 = intervention did not target speech, language and communication
7 = parent-mediated intervention in both arms of trial
14 = a combination of reasons stated above

3 studies (from 3 reports) included in qualitative synthesis

0 studies included in quantitative synthesis
Included studies
This review includes three included studies, all of which were published in peer-reviewed journals (Girolametto 1998; Karaaslan 2013a; Kaiser 2013). Kaiser 2013 published the results for their entire group of preschool children with intellectual disabilities, but following a request from the review team, provided an SPSS file with the data for the 18 children with Down syndrome separately. COT undertook secondary analysis of this data, thus the results presented for Kaiser 2013 in this review are for the children with Down syndrome only.

Location and setting of studies
Girolametto 1998 took place in Toronto, Canada; Karaaslan 2013a in Turkey; and Kaiser 2013 in Tennessee, USA. All studies used a combination of clinic and home-based interventions. As the aim of the intervention is to increase and improve parental responsivity and language input in naturalistic settings, all studies encouraged parents to apply techniques opportunistically.

Participants
The studies included between 12 and 18 children with Down syndrome with ages ranging from 29 months to six years. Girolametto 1998 and Kaiser 2013 reported that the children's IQ ranged from 53-103, that the children used at least 10 single words or signs, that most children had hearing that was within normal limits, and that English was the only language in the home. Karaaslan 2013a did not report this detail. None of the studies reported whether the children had any comorbid conditions such as autism. The participating parents were all mothers, apart from one father in the Kaiser 2013 study, and they ranged in age from 29 to 51 years. All studies reported that the families were 'middle class' and 'intact' or with married parents. About half of the parents in the Girolametto 1998 and Kaiser 2013 studies were reported to be homemakers, with the other half being employed on at least a part-time basis. Karaaslan 2013a did not report on maternal occupation.

Interventions
Although the theoretical basis of the interventions was similar, their content and mode of delivery differed.

Girolametto 1998 used the Hanen Parent Program (Manolson 1992), based on an interactive model of language intervention, teaching parents to model language at their child's level during naturally occurring situations. The programme was modified to a focused stimulation approach whereby each mother in the intervention group chose 10 words from a list of 20 target words that they thought their child would be most motivated to learn. These words were thought to be understood but not spoken by the children, developmentally appropriate, functional and began with a phoneme the child used, as reported by parents. Once the child used a word three times spontaneously in three different contexts (as determined from parent diaries), the word was replaced by another word from those remaining on the list. Mothers also learned how to set up routines to allow for modelling of the target words and how to use signs as they spoke with their children. The programme included group sessions to teach techniques through discussions, videotaped examples or role play. In addition, mothers received individual home visits with videotaping to give them feedback and coaching on their use of the techniques with their children. An experienced speech-language pathologist who was certified by the Hanen Centre to administer the programme delivered the intervention. Children in the intervention group did not participate in any other therapy during the parent programme. Karaaslan 2013a used responsive teaching (RT), which trains parents to increase their responsivity while modelling behaviours and communications matched to the child's level of functioning. The intervention consisted of individual, parent-child sessions that were conducted at either a centre-based facility or in families' homes. The procedures used were based on those recommended in the RT manual whereby the trainer first explains why the behaviour is linked to the child's development, then describes and demonstrates strategies for parents to use, before coaching them and providing feedback as they interact with their child. The intervention was provided by a professional with a doctoral degree in special education who had received five months of training on RT in the USA and was a certified RT provider. Children in both groups continued to receive early intervention services at their local special education rehabilitation centres twice a week during the intervention. This consisted of one hour of group special education or two hours of individual special education support, or both, per week. During group instruction, children were taught social and adaptive living skills, typically through the use of picture exchange communication system and applied behavioural analysis. Individual sessions consisted of one-to-one instruction related to the outcomes listed on the child's individualised education programme. Parents could observe but did not participate actively in this intervention.

Kaiser 2013 used enhanced milieu teaching (EMT), a hybrid naturalistic teaching procedure that uses a child's interests and initiations as opportunities for adults to model and prompt language use in everyday contexts. It includes the use of environmental arrangements, responsive interaction, specific language modelling and expansions, and milieu teaching prompts to increase the frequency and complexity of language. It is argued to be more structured than focused stimulation, with increased use of models and prompts (DeVeney 2016). The intervention also involved select-
ing words to target for each child based on their performance on the languages tests and samples competed prior to the intervention. The study compared the communication outcomes for children who received EMT provided by a parent and a therapist (intervention condition) to those of children who received EMT from a therapist only (control condition). The therapists and parent-trainers had at least a bachelor’s degree related to child development or special education and were trained to criterion on the intervention procedures prior to working with children. In the intervention condition, parents first participated in a workshop that included individualised information about language development, behaviour, play, environmental arrangements and routines that are foundational to the EMT intervention. They received written information on each topic, with individualised information on their child’s language development. Following this, parents received clinic- and home-based treatment sessions. In the clinic-based sessions, one therapist intervened with the child, and the other trained the parent. The sessions consisted of parent training on a specific EMT strategy, which was then implemented with the child by the therapist while the parent observed with the parent trainer. Then, the parent implemented the strategy, with coaching, support and feedback provided by the parent trainer. The home sessions involved similar support and feedback from the parent trainer on the parent’s use of EMT strategies. Most of the children in the intervention group (6/8) continued to receive regular community-based speech-language therapy during the intervention, as well as other special education services. Because the nature of the intervention in this study was different to Girolametto 1998 and Karaaslan 2013a, in that the intervention condition involved both parent and therapist-mediated intervention, we presented the results from Kaiser 2013 separately.

**Control condition**

Girolametto 1998 and Karaaslan 2013a used a TAU control condition, and Kaiser 2013 used a therapist-only control condition in addition to TAU. In the Girolametto 1998 study, families in the control group were all enrolled in preschool programmes, so they continued to receive language intervention services during the intervention phase. Four of the six children received monthly consultations from a speech-language pathologist who provided parents with language stimulation ideas. One child was enrolled in a specialised treatment centre that employed a speech-language pathologist who consulted with teachers and families. The exact nature of the consultation and advice received by parents and the children in the control group was otherwise not described. In addition, unlike those in the intervention group, parents in the control group were not aware of the 20 target words used as outcome measures of the intervention, which, as outlined in the Risk of bias in included studies section, has implications for how the outcomes were measured. Children in Karaaslan 2013a received the same two-day per week early intervention services as those described for the intervention group (see ‘Interventions’ section directly above). The control group in the Kaiser 2013 study received the same EMT intervention sessions, although only delivered by a clinician. In the clinic-based sessions, two therapists used EMT strategies within child-preferred play activities identified by the parent, but the parent did not watch these sessions. In addition, one therapist implemented EMT in the child’s home, and it is unknown whether parents used similar materials in these routines outside the intervention sessions. The therapists in the control group chose the child’s target words and focused on them in the intervention sessions. Furthermore, similar to those in the intervention condition, most of the children in the control arm of this study (6/10) received regular community-based speech-language therapy during the intervention, as well as other special education services.

**Duration and frequency of treatment**

The duration and intensity of the interventions varied greatly. Girolametto 1998 had nine weekly, 2.5-hour group training sessions and four individual home visits (duration unspecified). Karaaslan 2013a involved weekly, individual parent-child sessions lasting between 1.5 and 2 hours over six months. They did not specify how many sessions took place in total, although it was probably between 24 and 26. Finally, Kaiser 2013 had one 2- to 3-hour individual workshop, followed by 24 twice-weekly individual sessions of 30 minutes each and 12 home sessions of 20 minutes each. The same dosage was used for children in the control group, albeit without the initial workshop or parental involvement in the intervention. As all studies were unclear on some aspect of the timing of the intervention, it is not possible to be exact about the total time involved in each study. However, an approximation would be a total of 26.5 hours for Girolametto 1998 (9 × 2.5 hours + 4 × 1-hour home sessions); 48 hours for Karaaslan 2013a (24 × 2-hour sessions), and 19 hours for Kaiser 2013 (1 × 3-hour workshop + 24 × 30-minute clinic sessions + 12 × 20-minute home sessions). Using the Warren 2007 classification of intervention intensity, it seems that families in the Kaiser 2013 study had a higher dosing frequency of three times per week over a 12-week period, but those in the Karaaslan 2013a study had a higher total intervention duration of six months (albeit at a lower dose frequency of once per week), resulting in almost twice the amount of cumulative intervention intensity of their intervention compared to the other two studies.

**Training fidelity**

Training fidelity in parent-mediated intervention is complex and involves measuring what Barton 2013 terms ‘implementation fidelity’, or the training and support given by clinicians, as well as ‘intervention fidelity’, relating to parental use of the intervention strategies. Furthermore, Lieberman-Betz 2015 recommends that four subcomponents of treatment fidelity need to be considered for
both clinicians and parents: dosage (amount of intervention provided); adherence (whether prescribed elements were delivered accurately); quality (how well the strategies were delivered); and participant responsiveness (how both parents and children responded to the intervention). All of the studies in this review addressed at least some aspects of implementation fidelity. For example, all three studies provide information on the dosage of the intervention offered to parents by the practitioner (outlined under ‘Duration and frequency of treatment’ directly above), but only Girolametto 1998 reported the actual attendance data at these sessions. In that study, all mothers in the intervention group attended at least seven of the nine training sessions and all four home visits. Although Kaiser 2013 documented that one parent apiece dropped out from the intervention and control conditions between the beginning of the pretest assessments and the beginning of the interventions, it was not clear whether the participants attended all 36 sessions over the 12 weeks. Karaaslan 2013a looked at implementation adherence by evaluating the degree to which the interventionist adhered to the RT curriculum content and intervention procedures. An independent coder rated 10% of all sessions by using a 24-item responsive teaching (RT) intervention session guide, judging treatment integrity to be 100% for all sessions. Kaiser 2013 addressed adherence by first training clinicians to criterion on the intervention procedures prior to working with the children, and secondly by videotaping 20% of the sessions, which they subsequently transcribed and coded using the Milieu Teaching Project Kidtalk Code for the four main EMT strategies (Vijay 2004). The overall fidelity of therapist delivery of EMT was calculated by dividing the percentage of use of each of the four EMT strategies by the criterion level to yield a percentage of fidelity. Therapist use of EMT strategies was 100% for both the control and intervention condition. For the parent training, three components (pre-teaching, coaching and feedback) were evaluated using a checklist for 20% of clinic and home sessions, and overall fidelity was calculated by summing scores for each of the individual components. Fidelity was above 80% for home and 76% for clinic feedback. It was unclear in both Karaaslan 2013a and Kaiser 2013 who was involved in measuring this fidelity, and Girolametto 1998 did not document implementation adherence. None of the studies looked at implementation quality. Finally, all three studies measured participant responsiveness for parents by measuring their interactive behaviours before and after the intervention. We considered these results to be Secondary outcomes of this review and discuss them under ‘Outcome measures’ directly below.

In terms of intervention fidelity, no study measured dosage at the parent level; that is, how often parents used strategies with their children outside of the intervention sessions. This makes it very hard to evaluate the efficacy of the intervention, as the assumed benefit is that parents have many opportunities to implement the strategies with their children at home (Lieberman-Betz 2015). Neither Karaaslan 2013a nor Kaiser 2013 measured parental adherence to the intervention. Girolametto 1998 addressed adherence by having the clinician complete a checklist following each home visit, which confirmed that the mothers used target words and demonstrated focused labelling during the second, third and fourth home visits. None of the studies reported on the quality of intervention fidelity. Finally, all three studies measured participant responsiveness for children by recording changes in the children’s language or socialisation in response to the intervention, as outlined under ‘Outcome measures’ directly below.

Outcome measures

The three studies used a wide variety of methods to measure the outcomes, and it was not always clear which linguistic construct (such as expressive or receptive language) the assessment was targeting. For this reason, we did not combine the measures in a meta-analysis but summarised the data narratively, provided they used similar methods or assessed similar constructs, in the Effects of interventions section. Girolametto 1998 used a parent-report tool (Mervis’s adaptation of the communicative development inventory (CDI; Fenson 1993), which combines all sections of the ‘Words and Gestures and Words and Sentences’ checklist; a direct assessment (using the receptive scale of the sequenced inventory of communication development (SICD); Hedrick 1984); free play situations between the mother and child; and experimental probes targeting the child’s use of 20 individualised, target vocabulary items over two sessions within three weeks postintervention. Each session took approximately 90 minutes. All of the outcomes were reported in median scores and ranges, and the results from the SICD were not reported in the paper. When we contacted the authors, they told us that the data had been destroyed, which meant that we could not combine the results with scores from other studies in a meta-analysis. This study did not measure the primary outcome related to parental stress but did measure some relevant secondary outcomes. The first was changes in maternal interactional behaviours, measured by maternal use of language-modelling techniques based on a 15-minute sample of videotaped interaction. From this sample, they calculated rate of talk (number of utterances/min), complexity of language input (mean length of utterances in morphemes (MLUm) and type token ratio (TTR)) and use of labels (number of focused target words). Changes in maternal behaviours were also collected from a consumer questionnaire completed by the mothers following the programme, and confirmed through therapist observations over the home visits. It was not clear if all assessors were blind to the group assignment.

Karaaslan 2013a used two broad, standardised measures of child development. The first was the Turkish version of the Denver Developmental Screening Test II (Denver II), which includes 116 items that assess four domains of developmental functioning: ‘personal-social’, ‘language’, ‘fine motor’, and ‘gross motor’ development (Anlar 1996). For the most part, a certified examiner ob-
served the child to assess this outcome, although parents provided information on items that could not be observed. Study authors provided no further detail on whether the 'language' domain referred to expressive or receptive language, so we assumed that it refers to total language abilities. The second assessment was the Ankara Developmental Screening Inventory (ADSI), a parent-report tool used to assess four domains of 'cognitive-language', 'fine motor', 'gross motor', and 'social/emotional' functioning (Sava et al. 1994). Again, no further detail was available on what skills the investigators assessed under the 'cognitive-language' domain, so we assumed that it too referred to total language abilities. In addition, the secondary outcome of parental behaviour was measured using the Turkish translation of the Maternal Behaviour Rating Scale (MBRS), a five-point Likert rating scale that assesses characteristics of mothers' interactive style in terms of 'responsiveness', 'affect' and 'achievement/directiveness' (Mahoney 1999a), measured from a transcription of a 15-minute video of the mothers and children playing with a set of developmentally appropriate toys. Investigators also used the Turkish translation of the Child Behaviour Rating Scale (CBRS) to rate children's interactional behaviours from the video (conceptualised under 'socialisation' in Summary of findings for the main comparison) (Mahoney 1999b). This scale assesses children's engagement in social interaction across 'attention' and 'initiation'. Two raters who were blinded to group assignment coded video recordings of the mother-child interaction separately for the MBRS and CBRS. Most of these outcomes, as well as those from Girolametto 1998, are summarised in Summary of findings for the main comparison.

Kaiser 2013 used a number of directly administered assessments, parent reports and observational measures from spontaneous language samples and experimental procedures to measure the children's language at the end of the intervention. These assessments were carried at three time points: immediately postintervention; six months postintervention and 12 months postintervention. The direct assessments included the Preschool Language Scale-4 (PLS-4; Zimmerman 2002), the Expressive Vocabulary Test (EVT; Williams 1997), and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III of receptive vocabulary (PPVT-III; Dunn 1997). Crude and standardised mean scores as well as standard deviations were available for all of these tests, which were undertaken by clinicians who were not involved in the child's intervention but not blind to the intervention condition. The parent-report measure was the MacArthur Communication Development Inventory: Words and Sentences (MCDI-WS; Fenson 1993), which measured total number of words produced by the child (expressive vocabulary). In addition, standardised language samples were collected during a 20-minute play interaction with a responsive adult who did not prompt the child. A number of linguistic measures were derived from these samples using the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT; Miller 1992). These were number of different words (NDW), MLU in words (MLUw) and the Index of Productivity of Syntax (IPSyn; Scarborough 1990), which is a measure of syntactic and semantic development. Finally, children and parents in both conditions were videotaped interacting in two 5-minute play activities at home, one in which the intervention group had received training and one in which they had not (i.e. untrained activity). This was transcribed using SALT and coded using the Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code rating scale by a familiar member of staff who was not the child's therapist or parent's trainer (Vijay 2004). Child-coded variables included the number of child vocabulary targets produced and the percentage of child utterances that contained any of the child language targets in trained and untrained activities. MLUw and NDW were also calculated from these activities. Parents moreover completed the Parenting Stress Index (Abidin 1995), and the scores were summarised into the parent domain, which relates to potential sources of stress for parent-child relationships across seven domains: competence, isolation, attachment, health, role restriction, depression and spouse. For secondary outcomes, Kaiser 2013 measured changes in parental behaviours based on their use of four EMT strategies on the Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code rating scale from observations of the parents and children interacting in both trained and untrained activities. These strategies were 'responsive interaction’ (% of child utterances to which the adult responded); ‘language modelling’ (% of adult utterances that contained one of the child language targets); ‘expansions’ (% of child’s utterances to which the adult expanded the child’s utterance by repeating the child’s words and then adding one or more words); and ‘milieu teaching prompts’ (% of prompting episodes that were delivered in response to a child request, following a system of least to most support, and giving the child the desired action or object at the end of the prompt sequence). The observational methods were transcribed and coded by students who were blind to the intervention condition. Most of these outcomes are summarised in Summary of findings 2.

Funding
A grant from the Hospital for Sick Children Foundation (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) funded Girolametto 1998. Kaiser 2013 received partial funding from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (grant HD45745) and the Department of Education (grant H325D070075) in the USA. Karaaslan 2013a did not specify any funding sources.

Excluded studies
We excluded 59 studies (from 60 reports) for various reasons, which we summarise below.

1. Five studies were review articles describing what is involved in similar parent-mediated interventions (Buschmann 2010; Estes 1984; Hopman 1989), mental health treatment for adults (McNally 2008), or similar interventions for children with developmental delay (Te Kaat-van den Os 2017).
2. Six studies were not RCTs or quasi-RCTs (Barna 1980; Bauer 2014; Bauer 2015; Bidder 1975; Pelchat 1999; Wright 2017).

3. Eleven studies did not include participants with Down syndrome in the study (Bagner 2016; Barnett 1988; Baxendale 2003; Gibbard 1992; Gibbard 1994; Haney 1993; Leung 2016; Mahoney 1985b; Moxley-Haegert 1983; Pratt 2015; Roberts 2015).

4. One study did not include children aged between birth and six years (Hornby 1984).

5. Six studies did not provide the results for children with Down syndrome separately from the rest of the participants (Boyce 1993; Girolametto 1988; Heifetz 1977; Innocenti 1993; Karaaslan 2013b; Tannock 1992). We attempted to make contact with all authors (see Discussion), and four responded to say that the data were no longer available (Girolametto 1988; Heifetz 1977; Innocenti 1993; Tannock 1992).

6. In nine studies the intervention did not target communication and language but focused on problematic behaviour (Allin 1988; Bagner 2007; Hassiotis 2017; Roberts 2006; Roux 2013; Shapiro 2014; Sofronoff 2011); self-help skills (Kashima 1988); or family functioning and use of support networks (Coutinho 2003).

7. Seven studies had parent-mediated interventions in both arms of the trial (Aparicio 2003; Cologon 2017; NCT02158390; Russell 2004; Seifer 1991; Warren 2008; Woynaroski 2014).

8. Fourteen studies were excluded for a combination of the aforementioned reasons.
   i) Adamson 2010 did not state whether children with Down syndrome were included, compared three types of parent-mediated interventions, and only measured the outcome in terms of joint attention and not language or communication.
   ii) Allen 1980 was not an RCT and did not measure communication or language.
   iii) Baker 1980 and Baker 1984 had parent-mediated interventions in both arms of the trial and did not target communication and language development.
   iv) Bennett 1983 was not an RCT, the children did not have Down syndrome, and they did not measure language and communication.
   v) Campbell 1978 was not an RCT, had parent-mediated interventions in both treatment conditions, and it was unclear whether children with Down syndrome were involved.
   vi) Del Giudice 2006 used a behavioural intervention (not naturalistic teaching as in this review) and did not provide results for communication and language separately.
   vii) Gibbard 2004 was not an RCT and did not include children with Down syndrome.
   viii) Hudson 1982 did not provide results for children with Down syndrome separately, used a behavioural intervention, and did not measure communication and language.
   ix) Hwang 2013 included only one child with Down syndrome in the study and had a parent-mediated intervention in both arms.
   x) Mahoney 1998 was a summary of four intervention studies that were either not RCTs, did not include children with Down syndrome, or had a parent-mediated intervention in both arms.
   xi) McIntyre 2008 did not include children with Down syndrome, and the intervention focused on problem behaviours.
   xii) Niccols 2000 was not an RCT, and the intervention did not target language or communication; and
   xiii) Schoenbrodt 2016 was not an RCT and did not include children with Down syndrome.

Further details about reasons for exclusion are in the Characteristics of excluded studies tables.

Risk of bias in included studies

Review authors assessed the risk of bias across a number of domains, the details of which can be found in the 'Risk of bias' tables beneath the Characteristics of included studies tables. The results are also presented as percentages in the 'Risk of bias' graph (Figure 2) and summarised in the 'Risk of bias' summary (Figure 3).
Figure 2. Risk of bias graph: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across all included studies.
Figure 3. Risk of bias summary: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item for each included study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</th>
<th>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</th>
<th>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)</th>
<th>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)</th>
<th>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)</th>
<th>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</th>
<th>Other bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girolametto 1998</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser 2013</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaaslan 2013a</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Allocation
Girolametto 1998 reported random assignment to intervention and control groups but did not indicate the randomisation method. When we contacted the study authors they could not remember the details on randomisation and did not indicate if the allocation was concealed. Therefore, we judged this study to be at unclear risk of selection bias. Kaiser 2013 and Karaaslan 2013a reported the use of computerised randomisation for assigning participants to the intervention and control groups, so we rated both studies to be at low risk of bias for random sequence generation. Neither study, however, indicated if the allocation was concealed, so we judged both studies to be at unclear risk of bias for this domain.

Blinding
Due to the nature of the intervention, parents and clinicians were aware of who received the intervention, and no study reported any methods to blind the study participants and personnel, as it was not possible. Therefore, we judged all studies to be at high risk of performance bias. Although blinding of outcome assessors was possible, we rated all three studies to be at high risk of detection bias for the following reasons. Girolametto 1998 used parent report as one outcome measure, and parents were not blind to the intervention. For the other outcomes it was not specified if the assessor was blind to group assignment. In Karaaslan 2013a, even though the coding of the videos was conducted by raters who were blind to the group assignment, the other assessments used to measure the outcome were fully (ADSI) or partially (Denver II) completed by parents who were not blind to the intervention. Kaiser 2013 used parent reports and stated that the administration and scoring of norm-referenced assessments was completed by staff members who were not blind to the intervention, even though the observational methods were transcribed by assessors who were. For all other outcome measures used in the Kaiser 2013 study, it was not clear if the assessors were blind to the intervention.

Incomplete outcome data
We considered all three included studies to have addressed missing data and attrition in ways judged to be at low risk of attrition bias. There seemed to be no missing data for Girolametto 1998 or Karaaslan 2013a. Kaiser 2013 reported that attrition was moderate at each phase of the study and that there were no differences in any parent or child characteristics between families who did not complete the study and those who did. For the children with Down syndrome, one child from each condition dropped out between the beginning of the pre-test assessments and the beginning of the intervention. All of those who took part completed all of the assessments, apart from the MCDI, immediately postintervention, and over 90% were available for at least some of the assessments at 6 and 12 months postintervention.

Selective reporting
Kaiser 2013 and Karaaslan 2013a appeared to be free of selective reporting, so we judged both studies to be at low risk of reporting bias. Girolametto 1998 reported that they administered the receptive scale of the SICD at postintervention but did not report these outcomes, so we judged this study to be at high risk of reporting bias.

Other potential sources of bias
We considered Karaaslan 2013a and Kaiser 2013 to have no other potential sources of bias. For example, both the intervention and control groups continued to receive their regular speech and language therapy intervention, and there were no significant differences in baseline characteristics between the participants. In Girolametto 1998, only the control group continued to receive their regular speech and language therapy input, and it was unclear how much parental involvement took place. Furthermore, parents in the intervention group chose target words to focus on during the intervention and then received training on how to target these words, but the control group was not aware of any target words. Due to both of these factors, we rated this study to be at high risk of other bias.

Effects of interventions
See: Summary of findings for the main comparison
Parent-mediated intervention versus treatment as usual for communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome; Summary of findings 2 Parent- and clinician-mediated intervention versus clinician-mediated intervention alone for language development in young children with Down syndrome
The review identified two different comparisons. Girolametto 1998 and Karaaslan 2013a compared parent-mediated intervention to treatment as usual (TAU), and Kaiser 2013 compared parent-mediated plus clinician-mediated intervention with clinician-only-mediated intervention. We present the results of these comparisons separately. All three studies measured the primary outcome of expressive and receptive language skills, albeit through different means. Only Kaiser 2013 measured parental stress. In terms of our secondary outcomes, all three studies measured changes in parental
behaviour/responsivity from videotaped parent-child interactions of free play, although using different observational rating scales. Girolametto 1998 also used a self-report consumer questionnaire and clinician observation of parent use of target words and focused labelling to measure this outcome postintervention. Karaaslan 2013a measured changes in child socialisation through direct assessment, parent reports and videotaped mother-child play interactions. All three studies measured language attrition by observing any reduction in language scores from baseline. Finally, Girolametto 1998 measured adherence to treatment through attendance data. No study measured parental satisfaction with the intervention, child-related changes in nonverbal communication, or negative behaviours in children.

We did not carry out a meta-analysis on the primary outcomes of Girolametto 1998 and Karaaslan 2013a, as the studies presented results in a way that did not permit meta-analysis (i.e. median scores and ranges), used different types of assessments (parent reports versus direct assessment versus language sample/experimental tasks), or measured different aspects of language (for example, expressive, receptive or total language). We also did not carry out a meta-analysis on the secondary outcomes, as the observational scales used to measure rate changes in parental behaviour were different. Therefore, we present the effects of the intervention in this review as a narrative analysis only.

Exact P values were available for only one study: Kaiser 2013.

**Parent-mediated intervention versus treatment as usual**

**Primary outcomes**

**Expressive and receptive language skills**

Girolametto 1998 used a modified version of the CDI parent report measure and did not find differences between the groups in reported number of words signed/spoken from Mann-Whitney U tests. They did find that children in the intervention group used almost twice as many target words according to their parents postintervention compared to those in the control group and that this difference was statistically significant (using Mann-Whitney U comparisons, P < 0.05). However, this comparison was confounded by the fact that parents in the control group were not made aware of their children’s target words, which makes it difficult to separate out the effects of parent training received by the intervention group from just knowing which words to target. Girolametto 1998 also reported that children in the intervention group used significantly more of their target words (five more signed or spoken words, or both) during a free-play interaction between the mother and child, compared to those in the control group, based on Mann-Whitney U results (P < 0.05). However, there was no difference in the use of targeted words based on a semi-structured experimental probe. We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (Summary of findings for the main comparison).

Karaaslan 2013a used a parent-report measure (ASDI Developmental Quotient) and, based on ANOVA (analysis of variance) results, reported a significant time-by-treatment interaction for the ‘language-cognitive’ quotient (P < 0.01), with a large effect size (Hedge’s g = −1.14). Children in the RT group showed a 46% improvement on the ‘language-cognitive’ quotient compared to a 3% improvement achieved by children in the control group. The trialists also used the ‘language’ quotient of the Denver II and reported a significant effect of time and time-by-treatment effect, with a medium effect size (P < 0.05, Hedge’s g = 0.42). Children in the RT group showed a 50% improvement on their ‘language’ quotient scores compared to the 12% improvement achieved by children in the control group. We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (see Summary of findings for the main comparison).

**Secondary outcomes**

**Changes in parental behaviour/responsivity**

Both Girolametto 1998 and Karaaslan 2013a addressed changes in parental behaviours/responsivity pre- and postintervention, albeit using different measurements. Girolametto 1998 rated mothers’ behaviours from a transcription of videotaped mother-child interaction and reported a significant difference between the two groups at postintervention for ‘talkativeness’ (rate of utterances per minute) and ‘labelling’ (number of target words and focused stimulation of target words), based on Mann Whitney U tests (P < 0.05). Mothers in the intervention group used three more target labels and seven more focused stimulations of these labels compared to mothers in the control group. As before, the validity of this comparison is questionable, as the mothers in the control group were not aware of the vocabulary targets. This study also reported that mothers in the intervention group maintained a stable rate of talk, whereas mothers in the control group reduced their rate slightly from pre- to postintervention. There were no differences between the two groups of mothers, however, for measures of linguistic complexity (MLUm and TTR). The trialists also used a consumer questionnaire to ask whether mothers in the intervention group thought they had changed in the way in which they communicate with their child as a result of taking part in the programme. All parents indicated that they did, and they listed the child-centred, interaction-promoting and language modelling strategies that they found useful. Mothers also responded affirmatively when asked if they found themselves thinking about using the target words during their everyday interactions with their child. Furthermore, the clinician completed checklists following each home visit, and confirmed that the mothers used target words and demonstrated...
focused labelling during the second, third and fourth home visits. Authors provided no quantitative measures for these outcomes, nor did they assess similar measures from the control group.

Karaaslan 2013a reported that mothers in the intervention group made greater interactive changes than those in the control group, according to their ratings on the MBRS (Mahoney 1999a), which were significant for ‘responsiveness’ (P < 0.001), ‘affect’ (P < 0.001) and ‘achievement/directiveness’ (P < 0.01), as indicated by univariate ANOVA analyses. Mothers in the intervention group increased their responsiveness by 67%, compared to 13% in the control group, and increased their affect by 56%, compared to 6% in the control group. Furthermore, the mothers in the intervention group reduced their ratings on achievement/directiveness by 27%, compared to 3% in the control group.

Child-related changes in socialisation
Karaaslan 2013a reported that children in the intervention group made significantly greater improvements in social development on the CBRS, ASDI and Denver II measures of socialisation, as indicated by MANOVA (multivariate analysis of variance; P < 0.01). The observational methods from transcriptions of videotaped mother-child play also found that the children in the intervention group made significantly greater increases in their ‘interactive engagement’ (attention and initiation) on the CBRS, as indicated by univariate ANOVA (P < 0.001). Again, we assessed the quality of the evidence for this outcome very low (Summary of findings for the main comparison).

Language attrition
Neither Girolametto 1998 nor Karaaslan 2013a reported significant reductions either in crude or standardised scores on direct assessments, or on any of the parent report, language samples or experimental tasks for the intervention or control groups. We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (Summary of findings for the main comparison).

Adherence to treatment
Only one study, Girolametto 1998, looked at adherence to treatment, measuring this through attendance data, where they reported that all mothers in the intervention group attended all seven out of nine training sessions and all four home visits. No study reported adherence measures for the treatment that parents gave at home outside of the prescribed intervention sessions. Again, we rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (Summary of findings for the main comparison).

Parent- and clinician-mediated intervention versus clinician-mediated intervention alone

Primary outcomes

Expressive and receptive language skills
Kaiser 2013 showed no differences between the groups immediately, 6 months or 12 months postintervention, based on our secondary analysis of parent reports of expressive vocabulary using Mann-Whitney U tests. There were no significant differences between the groups as regards their scores on the EVT, PPVT-III, or ‘expressive communication’ subscale and ‘auditory comprehension’ section of the PLS-4, at any time point. There were no differences in the NDWs used, MLUw or on the IPSyn at any time point postintervention either. Finally, analysis of language samples from trained and untrained activities using the Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code showed that the intervention group had a significantly higher percentage of child utterances that contained the child’s language targets immediately (P = 0.006) and 6 months postintervention (P = 0.043), but not 12 months postintervention. The same measures were taken from an untrained activity, and no differences were apparent between the groups on any aspect. There were no differences between the intervention and control groups on the number of unique targets produced, MLUw or NDW. We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (Summary of findings 2).

Parental stress
Kaiser 2013 measured parental stress using the Parenting Stress Index (Abidin 1995). We conducted a secondary analysis of the scores at time points immediately, 6 and 12 months postintervention and found no differences in total stress scores between the intervention and control groups.

Secondary outcomes

Changes in parental behaviour/responsivity
Kaiser 2013 used transcriptions from videotapes of parent-child interactions in trained and untrained activities to rate changes in parental behaviour using the Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code. Following training, parents in the intervention group used significantly more EMT strategies than parents in the control group, as indicated by our secondary analysis of the data using Mann-Whitney U scores. For example, for ‘responsive interaction’ (percentage of child utterances to which the adult responded) and ‘language expansion’ (percentage of child utterances to which the adult expanded the child’s utterances by repeating the child’s word and then adding one or more words), they found significant differences between the groups (measured by Mann Whitney U scores) immediately (P = 0.006, P = 0.005), 6 months (P = 0.001; P = 0.030) and 12 months (P = 0.001; P = 0.030) postintervention.
in trained and untrained activities, respectively. Similarly, parents in the intervention group used a significantly higher percentage of ‘language modelling’ (percentage of adult utterances that contained one of the child’s language targets) immediately and six months postintervention, in trained and untrained activities. They also used more ‘milieu teaching prompts’ (percentage of prompting episodes that were delivered in response to a child’s request) immediately and six months postintervention (Mann Whitney U scores: P = 0.021, P = 0.020), but not 12 months postintervention, in trained activities, and 6 months postintervention in only untrained activities (Mann-Whitney U score: P = 0.005). We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (Summary of findings 2).

Language attrition

Kaiser 2013 found no significant reductions, either in raw or standard scores on direct assessments, or on any of the parent reports, language samples or experimental tasks for the intervention or control groups. We rated the quality of the evidence for this outcome as very low (see Summary of findings 2).
**ADD I T I O N A L S U M M A R Y O F F I N D I N G S**

**Parent- and clinician-mediated intervention versus clinician-mediated intervention alone for communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome**

**Patient or population:** children with Down syndrome aged between birth and six years  
**Setting:** home, clinic, or both; interventions delivered through group or one-to-one sessions  
**Intervention:** parent- and clinician-mediated intervention  
**Comparison:** clinician-only-mediated intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>n of participants (studies)</th>
<th>Certainty of the evidence (GRADE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Expressive language** (number of words; standard scores; MLUw; NDW; IPSyn; frequency of unique targets; % target talk)  
Assessed with: parent reports; direct assessment; language sample analysis; experimental task  
Follow-up: range 1 day to 12 months | 1 study found no child language differences between the groups based on parent-report or norm-referenced measures immediately, 6 months or 12 months postintervention. Similarly, there were no differences in child language measures based on trained experimental tasks, apart from the number of utterances with child language targets, which was ranked more than twice as high for the intervention group (P = 0.006) immediately postintervention and almost twice as high for the intervention group (P = 0.043) at 6 months postintervention, compared to the control group. This difference was not maintained 12 months postintervention. No differences were noted in the untrained activities at any time point postintervention | 18 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊕⊕⊕  
Very lowa,b,c |
| **Receptive language** (total language; standard scores)  
Assessed with: direct assessment  
Follow-up: range 1 day to 12 months | 1 study found no child language differences between the groups for any norm-referenced measures for any time point postintervention | 18 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊕⊕⊕  
Very lowa,b,c |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Parental stress (total stress scores)</strong></th>
<th>1 study did not find any differences between total parental stress scores at any time point postintervention</th>
<th>(1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low(^{a,b,c})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessed with: Parenting Stress Index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up: range 1 day to 12 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Changes in parental behaviour/responsivity** | 1 study found that parents in the intervention group were ranked, on average, twice as high on a measure of 'responsive interaction' immediately (P = 0.006, P = 0.005), 6 months (P = 0.006, P = 0.002) and 12 months (P = 0.001, P = 0.030) postintervention in trained and untrained activities, respectively. They were also ranked, on average, twice as high on the number of 'expansions' used at all time points on trained and untrained activities postintervention compared to the control group. With the exception of 12 months postintervention in trained activities, parents had a higher ranking on 'percentage of language modelling' at all time points in trained and untrained activities. The intervention group were ranked almost twice as high on their use of 'milieu teaching prompts' immediately postintervention in untrained activities (P = 0.021) and 6 months postintervention in trained (P = 0.020) and untrained (P = 0.005) activities compared to the control group. This was not maintained 12 months postintervention in trained or untrained activities | (1 RCT) | Very low\(^{a,b,c}\) |
| Assessed with: Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code Rating Scale (scored on a scale of 0-100%; higher scores indicate increased use of target strategies as a % of potential episodes) | | | |
| Follow-up: range 1 day to 12 months | | | |

| **Socialisation** | Not measured | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Language attrition</strong></th>
<th>1 study did not find evidence of language attrition in the intervention or control group postintervention</th>
<th>(1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low(^{a,b,c})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessed with: parent reports; direct assessment; language sample; experimental task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up: range 1 day to 12 months</td>
<td>Adherence to treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>CI: confidence interval; IPSyn: Index of Productivity Syntax; MLUw: mean length of utterance in words; NDW: number of different words; RNW: total number of words; RCT: randomised controlled trial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence

- **High certainty**: we are very confident that the true effect lies close to that of the estimate of the effect.
- **Moderate certainty**: we are moderately confident in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely to be close to the estimate of the effect, but there is a possibility that it is substantially different.
- **Low certainty**: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: the true effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.
- **Very low certainty**: we have very little confidence in the effect estimate: the true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimate of the effect.

*Downgraded by one level as we judged the risk of bias to be high or unclear for some factors.*
*Downgraded by one level as it is not possible to measure inconsistency from a single study.*
*Downgraded by two levels as the sample size was small and the analysis involved a narrative synthesis and so estimates were not available.*
DISCUSSION

Summary of main results

Our search yielded several intervention studies that investigated parent-mediated interventions for children with Down syndrome, but it is a serious limitation of this review that only three studies involving 45 children met our inclusion criteria. We contacted the authors of five studies that we could have included had the data for children with Down syndrome been available separately to the rest of the group, but the authors of three studies responded to say that the data had been destroyed or were no longer available (Girolametto 1988; Innocenti 1993; Tannock 1992), while the authors of the other two did not respond to our requests (Boyce 1993; Karaaslan 2013b). In addition, we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis of the data from those studies included in the review, since each used different outcome measures and did not present their results in a sufficiently transparent manner. For example, Girolametto 1998 only presented their results as median scores and ranges, and as they had destroyed their data, we could not obtain the means and standard deviations needed to conduct a meta-analysis; they also used different modes of delivery for the intervention and control groups. Furthermore, the results from the three included studies were inconsistent. Girolametto 1998 and Kaiser 2013 found no differences in results from direct assessment or parent reports of expressive or receptive language abilities, while Karaaslan 2013a reported gains for the intervention group on similar total-language measures. Girolametto 1998 found that children in the intervention group used five more target labels, according to parent reports, and three more target labels, based on observations of free-play interaction, than children in the control group; however, this was not evident in an experimental probe eliciting production of these targets. Furthermore, as the control group was not aware of any vocabulary targets, the significance of this finding should not be overestimated. A secondary analysis of the data from the group of children with Down syndrome in the Kaiser 2013 study found gains in the children’s use of utterances with language targets compared to the control group immediately and 6 months postintervention, but not 12 months postintervention. Gains in targeted vocabulary, moreover, were not present in this study on measures of language taken from the same parent-child interaction on trained or untrained activities, or from free play interaction with a responsive adult who did not prompt the child. Only Kaiser looked at parental stress and did not find any differences between the groups at time points immediately, 6 or 12 months postintervention.

A more consistent finding was noted for the effects of the intervention on changes in parental behaviour/responsivity. All three studies found differences in most measures of how parents talked and interacted with their children postintervention, although not all strategies were maintained in the longer term (12 months postintervention). It would be worth investigating how these changes are maintained in the long term and how much, if any, they affect the children’s language and communication. Only Karaaslan 2013a looked at changes in the child’s socialisation, and although they found positive outcomes (e.g. higher quotient scores on social development assessments), larger studies would need to replicate this outcome. No study found evidence of language attrition following the intervention, and only one study looked at adherence to the treatment by reporting on parental attendance, although no study measured parental use of the strategies outside of the intervention sessions.

Overall, this narrative review is inconclusive as to whether children with Down syndrome make gains in language and communication skills following parent-mediated interventions.

Overall completeness and applicability of evidence

The overall applicability of evidence is limited and incomplete. The children in Girolametto 1998 and Kaiser 2013 were described as having at least 10 single words and a mean IQ of approximately 70, which is relatively high for children with Down syndrome (Roizen 2007). Both studies took place in North America, and the children were from English-speaking homes. Children in Karaaslan 2013a were in Turkey, and so presumably speaking Turkish although the nature of their language exposure was not clear. Their baseline language scores were presented in terms of ‘developmental ages’ and were, on average, about 18 months, which could have been relatively similar to that of the other studies (i.e. single-word stage). No study described or reported any comorbid conditions for the children. In addition, it was mostly mothers (apart from one father in Kaiser 2013) who were involved in the intervention, and most were married, well educated and middle class, and over half of them were homemakers (as reported by Girolametto 1998 and Kaiser 2013). It is unclear whether the evidence could be generalised to children with lower or higher language or intellectual ability, bilingual families or those from other cultural groups. It is also unclear whether the evidence would apply to fathers, single-parent families, parents in full-time work or those from working-class backgrounds.

All of the studies involved at least some one-to-one home sessions, although the mode of delivery differed. Girolametto 1998 used mostly group-based training sessions, with four individual video-feedback sessions in the home, while Kaiser 2013 and Karaaslan 2013a involved almost exclusively individual sessions with live modelling and coaching. Each study used interventions of different durations and intensities, and none collected information on how often the parents implemented the intervention in their daily contact with the child, making it difficult to quantify the amount of intervention received, and how this might influence the outcomes. Karaaslan 2013a had the largest dosage (approximately 48 hours) and seemed to show the greatest effect on children’s lan-
language, but the outcomes were only measured immediately post-intervention, and other studies would need to replicate this finding.

Quality of the evidence
We noted several limitations in the methodology of the three included studies (Girolametto 1998; Karaaslan 2013a; Kaiser 2013). In all studies, the sample sizes were very small, and none of the studies attempted to calculate the sample size required to achieve adequate power before recruiting participants. We considered all studies to be at high risk of bias in relation to allocation concealment, blinding of participants and blinding of outcome assessment. We also considered Girolametto 1998 to be at high risk of both selective reporting bias, as authors did not report on one assessed outcome, and detection bias, as only the intervention group was aware of the children's vocabulary targets that were used to measure the outcome. In Kaiser 2013 and Karaaslan 2013a, both intervention and control groups continued to receive speech and language therapy or early intervention services, or a combination of both, making it difficult to judge the effectiveness of the parent-mediated interventions in isolation.

We assessed the overall quality of evidence for those important outcomes included in Summary of findings for the main comparison and Summary of findings 2 using the GRADE approach (Guyatt 2008). In light of the serious methodological limitations, and the fact that we were unable to combine the results in a meta-analysis, we judged the overall quality of the evidence provided by the included studies to be very low. Our reasons for downgrading the quality of the evidence were: the small sample sizes; the lack of precision of the estimated effects, since we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis; the ratings of high or unclear risk of bias for most domains on the Cochrane 'Risk of bias' tool (Higgins 2011a); and a conintervention in the control group of Girolametto 1998. This indicates that we have very little confidence in the outcomes and that further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of treatment effect (Guyatt 2008).

Potential biases in the review process
To identify all relevant studies, we conducted comprehensive searches, contacted colleagues and researchers for grey literature, and checked the reference lists of related reports. We searched five additional, relevant electronic databases that were not listed in our protocol (O'Toole 2016), as recommended by the Information Specialist of the Cochrane Developmental, Psychosocial and Learning Problems Editorial Team. Where insufficient information was available in the report, we contacted the study authors directly, requesting them to supply the missing information. We think it unlikely that we omitted an important trial.

Despite our best efforts, not all study authors responded to our requests for further information on their studies, meaning that we could not include them in the review (Boyce 1993; Karaaslan 2013b), or we had to reach judgements about their risks of bias without further information (Karaaslan 2013a). Girolametto 1998 had destroyed the data from their study, so we could not access these data to extract mean scores and standard deviations, nor could we include their data from two other eligible studies that they had conducted (Girolametto 1988; Tannock 1992), as separate data for the children with Down syndrome were not available in the published report. Furthermore, we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis since the individual studies varied considerably in their study design, tools used for measuring outcomes, and definitions of control and intervention conditions. This means that the conclusions of this review are based only on a narrative synthesis of the included studies.

We adhered to our published protocol as far as possible through the review process (O'Toole 2016). Our only deviation was that we did not use the categories of 'intervention integrity', as proposed by Dane 1988, during data extraction (see Differences between protocol and review). Instead, we looked at treatment fidelity in terms of implementation fidelity and intervention fidelity with the categories recommended by Lieberman-Betz 2015, as these were more appropriate for parent-mediated interventions. Although COT received a fellowship to complete the review, no other review author received any direct funding for conducting this review, and no review author has a conflict of interest.

Agreements and disagreements with other studies or reviews
Findings from this review are largely in line with those reported in previous reviews of parent-mediated interventions targeting language and communication. Of most relevance is Oono 2013, which included 17 RCTs involving 919 children with autism spectrum disorder. Like this review, it did not find statistical evidence of gains in most aspects of language and communication assessed, apart from parent reports of an improvement in language comprehension. Nor did review authors find that parents changed the way they interacted and spoke with their children, or that the severity of children's autism characteristics was reduced. A review by Pennington 2018 on parent-mediated interventions for children with non-progressive motor disorders, such as cerebral palsy, also reported that mothers in the intervention groups became more responsive. We, however, were unable to evaluate the effects of training on children's language development due to missing data, and we found no reports for changes in the children's communication skills. Law 2003, in a review of speech and language interventions for children with primary speech and language disorder, also examined parent-mediated interventions. Although only three studies were relevant to the review, they too found non-significant effect sizes for all language outcomes when comparing the intervention to non-treatment control groups on standardised measures of language development. Roberts 2011 carried out a
meta-analysis of parent-implemented language interventions but included studies that used a wide range of experimental designs (for example, pre-post comparison and non-RCTs) and looked at children with language impairment with and without intellectual disability. They found that the intervention did improve receptive and expressive language and vocabulary, expressive morphosyntax and rate of communication when compared to a control group, and that the parents improved their responsiveness and use of language models. Their results also indicated that the type of outcome measure (direct assessment, parent report, etc.) did not affect the magnitude of the effect. However, they also noted that gains in expressive vocabulary were significantly lower for children with intellectual disability than those without, and that children with intellectual disability “may require more intensive and longer term language intervention to ensure improvements in their functional and social communication measured across context and over time” (Kaiser 2011, p 308). Finally, Te Kaat van den Os 2017 conducted a systematic review of parent-mediated intervention for all children with developmental disabilities but included interventions that were delivered in conjunction with clinician-mediated interventions. The found similar, positive effects for parental responsiveness and the frequency of child communication acts but not for expressive vocabulary development.

**Authors’ Conclusions**

**Implications for practice**

As this review identified only three small-scale studies, generally of very low quality, parents and clinicians need to be aware that there is currently insufficient evidence to determine the effects of parent-mediated interventions to improve the language and communication of children with Down syndrome. This does not mean that we have found evidence that the interventions are ineffective, but rather that we have yet to find evidence that there is an effect on the children’s language and communication. The implications for practice are that service providers need to pay attention to how they promote and recommend these interventions, using clinical expertise, family preferences and best practice guidelines to inform their intervention decisions (DeVeney 2016).

One factor that is important to consider when interpreting this evidence is that most of the studies were of a relatively low dose (one session per week, or over a three-month period), and given the significant difficulty that children with Down syndrome have in developing expressive vocabulary, a more intensive intervention over a longer period may be required (see Yodor 2014). The only study to report gains in language development had the highest cumulative intervention intensity (48 hours), as it was completed over a total intervention duration of six months. Therefore, children with Down syndrome may need a longer period of intervention in order to benefit from the changes in interactions with their parents, although further research would need to investigate this empirically. Another issue to consider when implementing this intervention is that two studies found that only individually targeted vocabulary goals showed improvement post-intervention. This suggests that individualised vocabulary and language targets should be included in the intervention, as opposed to more generalised language instruction, particularly since parents may need guidance on selecting developmentally appropriate target vocabulary for their child as well as training on how to teach these. Girolametto 1993 has suggested that the Hanen Parent Program could be optimised through a stronger emphasis on individualisation, with more one-on-one sessions to make it immediately relevant to the specific skills of the children and the parents involved (Pennington 2009).

Finally, most of the theoretical basis and evidence to date for this intervention comes from mainstream, middle-class, Western cultures and includes parents (usually mothers) who are generally highly motivated to help their children’s language development. Roberts 2014 discussed the importance of considering the impact of cultural beliefs and practices on parenting behaviour in order to best involve family members in the intervention process. This includes how parents direct, play and interact with their children and objects; who should be included in the intervention process; and how consideration of language goals should be based on what is important to the family.

**Implications for research**

This review highlights the need for well-designed studies, that are rigorous in delivery, to evaluate the effectiveness of parent-mediated intervention for promoting communication and language development in young children with Down syndrome. Ideally, this would be achieved through further RCTs that adhere to the CONSORT standards of reporting trials (Schulz 2010), including a description of the mediators and moderators of the interventions, such as:

1. a description of the fidelity of intervention;
2. the children’s age, sex, age of siblings, language and cognitive functioning;
3. the parents’ age, sex, educational history, employment, cultural background/ethnicity, responsibilities in terms of work and other caring roles, previous training on how to communicate with and enhance language and communication with children, attitudes to an indirect intervention, and present communication and interaction style with their child; and
4. the clinicians’ education, training, experience and expertise in delivering this type of intervention, and relationship or familiarity with the participants.

A major improvement needed in future research design relates to the issue of treatment fidelity. The premise behind the cascad-
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Hampton 2016 used an individualised Teach-Model-Coach-Review approach, not to mention including an estimate. Their reasoning for including an estimate. Lte can then be used to measure the overall dosage. A lower total intervention duration (of at least six months) may also be required before changes in the children’s language are apparent, although replication of this finding is necessary. Only well-designed RCTs can determine the best treatment intensity required to produce a desirable effect, so it is important that future studies document dosage clearly and recognise that it is a complex construct to measure in this type of intervention. Future studies should consider Warren 2007’s framework for documenting and measuring treatment intensity, whereby ‘dose’ relates to the length of the session, how many teaching episodes occur in that session and how they are distributed; ‘dose form’ relates to the type of activity used for the teaching episode; and ‘dose frequency’ relates to the frequency per day, week, or month with which the intervention is delivered. These factors result in a cumulative total intervention duration, which can then be used to measure the overall dosage.

Another consideration for future studies is to clearly describe the training procedures used so that we can consider which aspects result in changes in both children and parents. For example, Roberts 2014 used an individualised Teach-Model-Coach-Review method, whereas other interventions tend to involve videotaping the parent and using that to give feedback on how they are implementing the strategies. Roberts 2011 noted that most of the studies in their review lacked detail on the procedures used in the training, making it difficult to link specific training practices (modeling, feedback or role play, etc.) with high-fidelity parental implementation of the intervention (Barton 2013).

Given the challenges of balancing the needs of the families and children in terms of therapeutic services, with the requirements for good research design as acknowledged by Oono 2013, not to mention the very large sample size that would be required to evaluate all of the moderators of the interventions, a number of alternative study designs and feasibility studies may need to be considered before embarking on future RCTs. In addition, recent evidence from similar interventions for children with autism show that language gains are greater for children when the clinician and parent deliver the intervention together (Hampton 2016). Their reasoning for this is that parents benefit from modelling, which results in better fidelity of intervention and thus a higher dosage outside of the clinical environment, and that the children benefit from a consistent language teaching strategy across communication partners. Therefore, a study that compares a parent-mediated intervention to a parent- plus clinician-mediated intervention may be considered more ethically appropriate and be useful for answering these questions. Future studies could expand this model to include a wait-list control group. With further clarity on these issues, we may then be able to address the characteristics of families who do and do not respond to the intervention.

Finally, valid, reliable and, where possible, similar outcome measures should be used, and there should be appropriate and complete reporting of the results using mean scores and standard deviations to enable some form of meta-analysis. The outcome measures should be clearly described in terms of which aspect of language is being assessed; for example, vocabulary or grammar. Whether the measure represents scores for expressive or receptive total language, and the nature of these scores (i.e. raw scores). Parent-report measures have an inherent bias when measuring the outcomes of a parent-mediated intervention, as parents are not blind to group assignment, so this could result in a Hawthorne effect or response bias toward the intervention. In addition, as the intervention may have impacts beyond the changes in the child’s language and communication, investigators should also consider secondary outcomes that are more distal to the intervention, such as social validity in terms of parental satisfaction, family well-being, child nonverbal/socialisation skills, behaviour and parental knowledge about language development in Down syndrome. Oono 2013 also suggests including an estimate of the costs of the interventions, which is particularly important if a higher dosage is required to produce language gains, as well as any adverse effects, such as parental stress, as they have important implications for translating research into practice. Studies should follow up families, ideally at 6- or 12-monthly intervals throughout childhood, so that we can determine the longer term benefits for the children’s language development.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDIES

Characteristics of included studies  [ordered by study ID]

Girolametto 1998

**Methods**

| Design: quasi-RCT |

**Participants**

| Location: Toronto, Canada |
| Setting: participants were drawn from early intervention services |

**Child participants**

| Sample size: 12 children (intervention: 6, control: 6) with Down syndrome |
| Mean age: intervention: 39.2 months (range 29-44 months), control: 37.2 months (range 32-41 months) |
| IQ: intervention: 59-93, control: 65-103 |
| Inclusion criteria: children communicated using at least 10 single words or signs with no word combinations, had a confirmed diagnosis of trisomy 21, and English was the only language of the home |
| Comorbid conditions: 3 children (intervention: 1, control: 2) had mild hearing losses but did not use hearing aids. Most children had hearing that was within normal limits as assessed by a paediatric audiologist |
| Number of children per family: 2.7 (average), with 1 singleton in each group |

**Parent participants**

| Sample size: 12 mothers |
| Mean age: 32 years (range 23-34 years), across both groups |
| Education: all mothers had completed at least high school, with 10 completing additional postsecondary education |
| Marital status: all families described as being 'intact' |
| Occupation: 7 mothers were homemakers, and the remainder were employed outside the house on at least a part-time basis |
| Socioeconomic status: middle class |

**Interventions**

The 12 participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups.

1. **Intervention group (n = 6):** Hanen Parent Program adapted for a focused stimulation approach. The intervention taught parents to model language at their child's level during naturally occurring situations. There were 9 group sessions, each lasting 2.5 hours, and 4 individual home sessions (time unspecified) with videotaped feedback to coach mothers on their use of the techniques, which took place over a 13-week period. The total intervention time was approximately 26.5 hours. Mothers also chose up to 20 target words for their children to learn and were taught how to set up routines to allow for opportunities to model the target words, and to use signs as they spoke to the children. Children in the intervention group did not participate in any other therapy during the parent program.

2. **Control group (n = 6):** usual language intervention services. Families in the control group continued to receive language intervention through their regular preschool services.

**Outcomes**

The measures listed below were used to measure the outcomes over 2 × 90-minute sessions within 3 weeks following the intervention.

1. Mother-child free play session to measure the child's use of 20 target words
2. A semi-structured probe on the child’s expressive use of 20 target words
3. A free-play experimental probe to measure the use of 20 target words
4. Mervis’s adaptation of the Communicative Development Inventory
5. Changes in maternal interactional behaviours, based on a 15-minute sample of videotaped interaction rated for rate of talk (number of utterances/min), complexity of language input (MLU in morphemes and type token ratio) and use of labels (number of focused target words). This was also measured through a consumer questionnaire completed by mothers about their use of strategies and observations from the therapist based on the home visits.

There was no report on adherence to the intervention by the clinician, although this was measured for the parent. Parental dosage (intervention fidelity) was not reported

Notes

- **Study start and end dates**: not reported
- **Funding source**: grant from the Hospital for Sick Children Foundation, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
- **Conflict of interest**: none reported

### Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors’ judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: no indication of how randomisation was carried out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: did not report if this was conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: not possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: parent-report measures were used and parents were not blind to group allocation. In addition, they did not report if the raters of the observational assessments were blind to group allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: seemed to be no missing outcome data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: the receptive scale of the SICD was completed after the intervention but was not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment</strong>: control group continued to receive their regular speech and language therapy input, and it was unclear how much parents were involved, but the intervention group did not. Target words were chosen for both groups to be measured after the intervention, but only the intervention group were made aware of these targets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Kaiser 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th><strong>Design</strong>: RCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Participants** | **Location**: Tenessesee, USA  
**Setting**: ‘clinic’ location not specified, home sessions in participants’ homes  
**Child participants**
- **Sample size**: 77 children with intellectual disability, 18 of whom had Down syndrome (intervention: 8, control: 10)  
- **Mean age**: not reported (range 30-54 months)  
- **IQ**: intervention: mean 67 (SD 8.35), control: mean 68.5 (SD 7.65)  
- **Inclusion criteria**
  1. Nonverbal IQ between 50 and 80  
  2. Total language standard score less than the 11th percentile on the Preschool Language Scale - 4th Edition  
  3. MLU between 1.00 and 2.00  
  4. At least 10 productive words  
  5. Ability to verbally imitate 7 of 10 words during an imitation screening task  
  6. Normal hearing  
  7. English as the child’s primary language  
  8. Child’s primary caregiver was willing to be trained as part of the intervention procedures  
- **Comorbid conditions**: none reported  
- **Number of children per family**: not reported  
**Parent participants**
- **Sample size**: 18 parents (1 father (in the intervention group), 17 mothers)  
- **Mean age**: intervention: 42.3 years, control: 39.8 years, range 30-50 years across both groups  
- **Education**: 3 parents had a master’s degree, 8 a bachelor’s degree, 1 up to 3-years of college, 2 up to 2-years of college, 3 a high-school level education, and 1 did not specify  
- **Marital status**: not reported  
- **Occupation**: 9 participants were homemakers, with 8 (including the 1 father) being employed on a part- or full-time basis, and 1 person did not specify  
- **Socioeconomic status**: not reported, but see ‘education’ and ‘occupation’ directly above |
| **Interventions** | The 18 participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups:  
1. **Intervention group (n = 8)**: enhanced milieu teaching (EMT), delivered by a clinician and parents trained by a clinician, in both home and clinic settings. 3 sessions were carried out each week for 12 weeks (twice a week for 12 weeks in a clinic setting for 30 minutes (24 sessions) and once a week at home for 20 minutes (12 sessions)). In addition, parents had 1 × 2-3 hour workshop that included information on EMT intervention. The total intervention time was approximately 19 hours.  
2. **Control group (n = 10)**: clinician-delivered EMT sessions only, in a clinic setting. Participants in the therapist-only EMT (EMT-T) group received 36 intervention sessions; similar to individual EMT intervention sessions (24 clinic and 12 home)  
Most children in the intervention and control groups continued to receive regular community-based speech-language therapy during the study, as well as other special education services |
| **Outcomes** | The measures listed below were used to measure the outcomes immediately postintervention, 6 months postintervention and 1 month postintervention  
1. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III |
2. Expressive Vocabulary Test
3. Preschool Language Scale - 4th edition (auditory comprehension; expressive communication and total language scales)
4. MLU in words (MLUw), number of different words (NDW) and Index of Productivity of Syntax (IPSyn) as measured from videotaped interaction of free play with an adult who did not prompt the child
5. MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory
6. Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code was used for the children to measure the number of unique targets produced, percentage of child utterances that contained any of the child language targets, MLUw and NDW in both trained and untrained activities with their parents
7. Milieu Teaching Project KidTalk Code was also used for the parents to measure their responsive interaction, percentage of language modelling, expansions and milieu teaching prompts in both trained and untrained activities
8. Parenting Stress Index

The study measured adherence to the intervention by the clinician, although parental dosage (intervention fidelity) was not reported

**Notes**

**Study start and end dates:** not reported

**Funding source:** this study was supported, in part, by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (grant HD45745) and by the Department of Education (grant H325D070075)

**Conflicts of interest:** not reported

### Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors’ judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> children were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 experimental conditions using an automated, randomisation computer programme after the child qualified for the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> did not report if this was conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> not possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> administration and scoring of norm-referenced assessments were completed by staff members who were not blind to the experimental condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> although there were missing data, the reasons were unlikely to be related to the true outcome, and they were balanced across groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> reported all pre-specified outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Other bias

| Low risk | Comment: appears to be free of other sources of bias |

---

### Karaaslan 2013a

#### Methods

- **Design:** RCT

#### Participants

- **Location:** Turkey
- **Setting:** participants were drawn from 2 special education rehabilitation centres
- **Child participants**
  - **Sample size:** 15 children (intervention: 7, control: 8) with Down syndrome
  - **Mean age:** intervention: 55.1 months, control: 44.1 months, range 2-6 months across both groups
  - **IQ:** the overall IQs of the children were not clear.
  - **Inclusion criteria:** children had to be under 6 years of age, with a diagnosis of Down syndrome, and their mothers must not have been previously involved in a parenting intervention
  - **Comorbid conditions:** not reported
  - **Number of children per family:** not reported
- **Parent participants**
  - **Sample size:** 15 mothers
  - **Mean age:** intervention: 42.4 years, control: 42.4 years
  - **Education (mean level):** intervention: 8.9 years, control: 9.6 years
  - **Marital status:** all married
  - **Occupation:** not reported
  - **Socioeconomic status:** not reported but see 'education level' above

#### Interventions

The 15 participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups.

1. **Intervention group (n = 7):** responsive teaching as well as standard early intervention services. The responsive teaching intervention consisted of weekly, individual parent-child sessions conducted at either a centre-based facility or in families' homes for 1.5 to 2 hours over a 6-month period. The total intervention time was approximately 48 hours. The intervention trained parents to increase their responsivity while modelling communication matched to the child's level of functioning. Children continued to receive early intervention services at their local special education centres for 2 days per week during the intervention. Parents could observe but did not participate actively in their children's intervention.

2. **Control group (n = 6):** standard early intervention services only. Children received the same 2-day per week early intervention services as those described above for the intervention group.

#### Outcomes

The measures listed below were used to measure the outcomes, 2 months following the intervention.

1. Turkish version of Denver Developmental Quotient -II, which assesses 4 domains (personal-social, language, fine motor, and gross motor development)
2. Ankara Developmental Screening Inventory, which assesses cognitive-language, fine motor, gross motor, and social/emotional functioning
3. Child Behavior Rating Scale to measure children's attention and initiation from a free-play interaction with their mother
4. Maternal Behavior Rating Scale to assess mothers’ responsiveness, affect and achievement/directiveness, also from a videotape of free-play interaction with their child

The study measured adherence to the intervention by the clinician, although parental dosage (intervention fidelity) was not reported.

Notes

Study start and end dates: not reported
Funding source: not reported
Conflicts of interest: not reported, although the 2nd author was one of the authors of the intervention programme

Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors’ judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Comment: children were randomly assigned to the treatment or control group using a computer-generated list of random numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>Comment: did not report if this was conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Comment: not possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personnel (performance bias)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind outcome assessment</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Comment: 2 of the assessments used were totally or partially based on parent report, and parents were not blind to the group assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Comment: seemed to be no missing outcome data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Comment: reported all pre-specified outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Comment: appears to be free of other sources of bias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMT: enhanced milieu teaching; IPSyn: Index of Productivity of Syntax; MLU: mean length of utterances; NDW: number of different words; RCT: randomised controlled trial; SICD: sequenced inventory of communication development.
### Characteristics of excluded studies  
*ordered by study ID*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Reason for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adamson 2010</td>
<td>Unclear whether children with Down syndrome were included, compared 3 types of parent-mediated intervention, and outcomes were only measured in terms of joint attention and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen 1980</td>
<td>Not an RCT and did not measure language or communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allin 1988</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparicio 2003</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagnier 2007</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagnier 2016</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker 1980</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial and did not target language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker 1984</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial and did not target language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barna 1980</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnett 1988</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauer 2014</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauer 2015</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxendale 2003</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett 1983</td>
<td>Not an RCT, did not include children with Down syndrome, and did not measure language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidder 1975</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyce 1993</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately, and study authors did not reply to our attempts to contact them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buschmann 2010</td>
<td>Not an intervention study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell 1978</td>
<td>Not an RCT, unclear whether children with Down syndrome were included, parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cologon 2017</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courinho 2003</td>
<td>Targeted family functioning and use of support networks and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Giudice 2006</td>
<td>The intervention was behavioural in its approach and did not provide results for language and communication separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estes 1984</td>
<td>Not an intervention study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbard 1992</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbard 1994</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbard 2004</td>
<td>Not an RCT and did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girolametto 1988</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haney 1993</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassiotis 2017</td>
<td>Did not measure speech, language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heifetz 1977</td>
<td>The intervention targeted self-help and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopman 1989</td>
<td>Not an intervention study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornby 1984</td>
<td>Children were not aged 0-6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson 1982</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately, intervention was behavioural, and did not measure language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang 2013</td>
<td>Included only one child with Down syndrome and parent-mediated interventions in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocenti 1993</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately, and study authors did not reply to our attempts to contact them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaaslan 2013b</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately and study authors did not reply to our attempts to contact them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashima 1988</td>
<td>The intervention targeted self-help skills and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung 2016</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney 1985b</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney 1998</td>
<td>Not an intervention study or RTC and parent mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntyre 2008</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome, and the intervention targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNally 2008</td>
<td>Not an intervention study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moxley-Haegert 1983</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT02158390</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niccols 2000</td>
<td>Not an RCT, and the intervention did not target language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelchat 1999</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt 2015</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts 2006</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts 2015</td>
<td>Did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roux 2013</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell 2004</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schoenbrodt 2016</td>
<td>Not an RCT and did not include children with Down syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seifer 1991</td>
<td>Parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro 2014</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofronoff 2011</td>
<td>Targeted problematic behaviour and not language or communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannock 1992</td>
<td>Results for children with Down syndrome were not reported separately as the data had been destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T e Kaat-van den Os 2017</td>
<td>Not an RCT but a systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren 2008</td>
<td>The intervention had parent-mediated intervention in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woynaroski 2014</td>
<td>Parent-mediated interventions in both arms of the trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright 2017</td>
<td>Not an RCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RCT**: randomised controlled trial.
### Table 1. Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Sequence generation**       | We outlined the methods used to generate the allocation sequence in sufficient detail, to assess whether it should have produced comparable groups, using quotations wherever possible. We added a comment, such as 'probably done' or 'probably not done', to supplement any ambiguous quotation. We assigned each included study to one of the following categories:  
  1. Low risk of bias, which indicates an adequate randomisation method (for example, coin toss or table of random numbers)  
  2. High risk of bias, which indicates that an inadequate randomisation method (for example, case file number, date of birth or alternate numbers)  
  3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates uncertainty about the appropriateness of the randomisation method |
| **Allocation concealment**    | We described the methods used to conceal the allocation sequence in sufficient detail to determine whether intervention allocation could have been foreseen in advance of, or during, recruitment and assigned the included studies to one of the following criteria:  
  1. Low risk of bias, which indicates adequate allocation concealment (for example, pre-numbered or coded identical containers administered serially to participants)  
  2. High risk of bias, which indicates inadequate allocation concealment (for example, alternate assignment)  
  3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates uncertainty about the adequacy of allocation concealment (for example, the authors did not describe the allocation methods) |
| **Blinding of participants and personnel** | As this review is addressing parent-mediated interventions, it was not possible (or highly unlikely) that participants who received the intervention (the caregivers) and the personnel who deliver the intervention (that is, the clinicians) will have been blinded to the type of intervention received. Nonetheless, we described the methods used, if any, to blind study participants and personnel from knowledge of which intervention was received for each included study. We assessed the risk of bias that resulted from any lack of blinding on a case-by-case basis, using the categories listed below:  
  1. Low risk of bias, which indicates that participants and personnel were blinded, or we judged that the lack of blinding was unlikely to have affected results  
  2. High risk of bias, which indicates that some participants or key study personnel were not blinded, and the lack of blinding was likely to introduce bias; or blinding of key study participants and personnel was attempted, but it was likely that the blinding could have been broken  
  3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates that insufficient information was provided to permit a judgement of low or high risk of bias |
| **Blinding of outcome assessment** | For each included study, we described the methods used, if any, to blind outcome assessor (s) from knowledge of which intervention a participant received. Assessment was made for each main outcome (for example, outcome measures at 6 and 12 months postintervention). We graded this domain as follows:  
  1. Low risk of bias, which indicates that blinding of participants and key study personnel was ensured, and it is unlikely that the blinding could have been broken  
  2. High risk of bias, which indicates no blinding or incomplete blinding, and the outcome or outcome measurement was likely to be influenced by lack of blinding  
  3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates that the study did not address this outcome |
Table 1. Assessment of risk of bias in included studies  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description and Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Incomplete outcome data**     | We described the completeness of outcome data for each main outcome, including attrition and exclusions from the analysis. We reported the numbers in each intervention group (compared with total randomised participants); the reason(s) for attrition/exclusion, where provided; and any re-inclusions in analyses performed by the review authors. We graded this domain as follows:  
1. Low risk of bias, which indicates no missing outcome data; reasons for missing outcome data were unlikely to be related to the true outcome; or missing outcome data were balanced across groups  
2. High risk of bias, which indicates that the reason for the missing outcome data was likely to be related to the true outcome  
3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates that insufficient information was provided to permit a judgement of low or high risk of bias |
| **Selective outcome reporting** | We assessed the possibility of selective outcome reporting by the study authors by checking whether any of the stated outcomes were not reported at the end of the study. We assessed this by checking the trial protocol, if available from a trial registry or from the study authors, and by looking for potential inconsistencies of reporting in the final study paper, such as inconsistencies between the Methods and Results sections. We assigned each included study to one of the following categories:  
1. Low risk of bias, which indicates that the studies reported all pre-specified outcomes  
2. High risk of bias, which indicates that selective reporting of outcomes was evident in the study  
3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates uncertainty about whether selective reporting bias was avoided |
| **Other potential sources of bias** | We described any additional problems that may have put a study at risk of bias. We graded this domain as follows:  
1. Low risk of bias, which indicates that the study was free from other sources of bias  
2. High risk of bias, which indicates that there was at least 1 important risk of bias (for example, baseline imbalance, early stopping, or co-intervention such as participants receiving additional treatment outside of the study protocol of parent-mediated intervention)  
3. Unclear risk of bias, which indicates that insufficient information was provided to permit a judgement of low or high risk of bias |

Table 2. Methods planned in the protocol but not used in this review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Outcomes</strong></td>
<td>We will consider both the level and rate of language development (as indicated by the change in scores) but will analyse these separately</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Measurement of treatment effect** | **Binary and categorical data**  
Binary or dichotomous data (for example, vocabulary improvement versus no change) may occur. Categorical data may also be presented where ordinal measurement scales are used. We will analyse these data by calculating the odds ratio and presenting it with a 95% confidence interval |
### Continuous data

Most data from the expected outcome measures are likely to be continuous data such as standardised language test results, mean length of utterance (in words or morphemes), number of different words, and total number of words as derived from spontaneous language samples. Similarly, secondary outcomes (for example, changes in parental and child interactional behaviours) are also likely to be continuous data. Where possible, we will extract the numbers of participants, means and standard deviations in the intervention and control groups. We will use change-from-baseline scores (change scores) and postintervention only scores if the required means and standard deviations are available, as we expect to find only a small number of RCTs, thus making comparability at baseline problematic. We will analyse change scores and postintervention scores separately. However, if all studies measure outcomes using a uniform measurement scale, we will combine the different types of analyses using the (unstandardised) mean difference (or the ‘difference in means’) method in Review Manager 5 (RevMan 2014), as recommended in the *Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions* (Deeks 2011). Where studies measure the same outcome using different methods, we will use the standardised mean difference to combine studies and present it with 95% confidence intervals as a summary statistic. We will use Hedge’s *g* to calculate the effect size since it is more appropriate for studies with small samples, as is expected in this review (Hedges 1985). Given the nature of child language assessment, it is likely that studies will use different methods of administration (for example, parental questionnaires versus direct assessment) and measure different aspects of language (comprehension versus expression). Therefore, we may need to conduct separate analyses for these outcomes.

### Unit of analysis issues

#### Cluster-randomised trials

It is possible that we will include cluster-randomised trials in this review (for example, groups of children attending different clinics or preschools). In this case, appropriate statistical approaches should be used; for example, using a 2-sample t-test to compare the means of the cluster in the intervention group at cluster level, or a mixed-effects linear regression approach at individual level (Donner 2000). We will contact the study author(s) if it is unclear that appropriate adjustments have been made (Donner 2000). If individual level data cannot be secured, we will control the data for the clustering effects using the procedures described in the *Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions* (Higgins 2011b). This will either be by extracting the number of clusters (or groups) randomised to each intervention group or the average (mean) size of each cluster; by extracting the outcome data ignoring the cluster design for the total number of individuals (for example, means and standard deviations); or by extracting an estimate of the intracluster correlation coefficient (ICC). We will obtain an appropriate ICC by using external estimates obtained from similar studies, and if this cannot be achieved we will explore the impact of the inclusion of data from cluster-randomised trials.
Table 2. Methods planned in the protocol but not used in this review  (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by imputing a set of ICCs (for example, high (0.1), moderate (0.01), and small (0.001) ICC). We will calculate the inflated standard errors that account for clustering by multiplying the standard errors of the effect estimate by the square root of the design effect as outlined in Higgins 2011b (Chapter 16.3.6). We will combine the results with those from individually randomised trials for meta-analysis using the generic inverse variance method in Review Manager 5 (RevMan 2014), providing that clinical heterogeneity between the studies is small (Donner 2000; Higgins 2011b).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Multi-arm studies**

For studies that compare more than 2 intervention groups, we intend to combine results across eligible intervention groups (that is, parent-mediated interventions) to form a single intervention group and use pair-wise comparisons to compare these with all eligible control groups combined to form a single control group. We will give detailed descriptions of the intervention groups and the nature of each study in the ‘Notes’ and ‘Interventions’ sections of the ‘Characteristics of included studies’ tables.

**Dealing with missing data**

We will contact the authors of the included studies, where necessary, and ask them to supply any missing data or relevant unreported information. We will describe the missing data and the reasons, numbers and characteristics of dropouts/attrition for each included study in the ‘Risk of bias’ tables beneath the ‘Characteristics of included studies’ tables. We will consult the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions for options for dealing with missing data (Higgins 2011b). If the data appear to be missing at random, we will analyse the available data only. If data are not missing at random, we will impute the missing data with replacement values and treat these as if they were observed. For missing continuous data, we will impute the missing data either by using last observation carried forward or mean scores. For dichotomous data, we will perform a sensitivity analysis based on best and worst case scenarios to assess how sensitive results are to changes in the missing data (Gamble 2005). A best case scenario is where all participants with missing outcomes in the intervention group had good outcomes, and those in the control group had poor outcomes; a worst case scenario is the reverse. We will address the potential impact of missing data on the findings of the review in the Discussion section.

**Assessment of heterogeneity**

We will assess statistical heterogeneity by using the Chi² test for heterogeneity, through visual inspection of forest plots, and by using the I² statistic (Higgins 2002; Higgins 2003). As the Chi² test has low power in a meta-analysis of a small sample of studies, we will use the recommended P value of 0.10 (rather than the typical value of 0.05) to determine statistical significance (Deeks 2011). In addition to a test of statistical heterogeneity, we will use the I² statistic to detect inconsistencies across studies. We will use the formula and guidelines for interpreting the outcomes outlined in Deeks 2011 (section 9.5.2), which includes taking the magnitude and direction of effects into account as well as the strength of evidence for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Methods planned in the protocol but not used in this review  (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of reporting bias</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will draw funnel plots (estimated differences in intervention effect sizes against their standard error) if we find sufficient studies (N = 10). An asymmetric appearance of the funnel plot might indicate a relationship between effect size and study size, which would suggest the possibility of either reporting bias or poor methodological quality in small studies leading to inflated effects. If we identify funnel plot asymmetry, and there are at least 10 studies included in the meta-analysis, we will consult a statistician for assistance in implementing statistical tests for funnel plot asymmetry in line with recommendations in the <em>Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions</em> (Sterne 2011). Should a relationship between trial and effect size emerge, we will examine the clinical diversity of the studies (for example, sample size or use of blinded outcome measures).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data synthesis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will carry out a meta-analysis using Review Manager 5 (<em>RevMan</em> 2014), if there are sufficient data and where the interventions are similar in terms of the characteristics of the participants, the ways in which parent-mediated interventions are delivered, the frequency and duration of interventions, and the outcome measures used. We will apply both fixed-effect and random-effects models and compare the results to assess the impact of statistical heterogeneity. We will present the results from the random-effects model only, unless contraindicated (for example, if there are large differences between the results from fixed-effect and random-effects meta-analyses or if there is funnel plot asymmetry). In the case of serious funnel plot asymmetry, we will present both fixed-effect and random-effects analyses, under the assumption that asymmetry suggests that neither model is appropriate. If the same outcome is presented as dichotomous data in some studies and as continuous data in other studies, we will convert odds ratios for the dichotomous data to standardised mean differences if it can be assumed that the underlying continuous measurements follow a normal or logistic distribution. Otherwise, we will conduct separate analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| If we identify sufficiently homogenous studies, we will conduct subgroup analyses to assess the impact of the following:  
1. The age of the children (for example, birth to 3 years versus 3 to 6 years)  
2. Mode of delivery (for example, group versus individual treatment)  
3. Duration and intensity of therapy (determined by the length and frequency of the intervention respectively)  
4. Socioeconomic status of the family (for example, as measured through maternal education) |
| **Sensitivity analysis** |
| We will conduct a sensitivity analysis to examine the impact of study quality on the robustness of the conclusions drawn. This will be based on our assessment of the risk of bias concerning the quality of factors such as randomisation, blinding of outcome assessment, and completeness of |
Table 2. Methods planned in the protocol but not used in this review (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCT: randomised controlled trial.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data. We will include in the analysis studies that we categorise as low or unclear risk of bias for these factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Search strategies

Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) in the Cochrane Library
Searched up to 22 January 2018 (300 records)
#1[mh "Down syndrome"]
#2(down* next syndrome)
#3"Downs disease"
#4"trisomy 21"
#5"chromosome 21"
#6(mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism)
#7[mh “Intellectual Disability”]
#8[mh “Developmental disabilities”]
#9((intellectual* or learning) near/3 (disabilit* or disabl*))
#10(developmental* near/3 (delay* or disabilit* or disabl*))
#11mental* next retard*
#12(or #1-#11]
#13[mh Child]
#14[mh infant]
#15(child* or infant* or babies or baby or toddler* or girl* or boy* or pre-school* or preschool* or nurser* or kindergarten* or kindergarten*)
#16(or #13-#15]
#17#12 and #16
#18[mh "Parent-Child Relations”]
#19[mh Parenting]
#20[mh Parents]
#21[mh Caregivers]
#22(or #18-#21]
#23[mh Education]
#24[mh teaching]
#25[mh “Early intervention (Education)”]
#26early next intervent*
#27[mh “Education of Intellectually Disabled”]
#28[mh "education, special”]
#29[mh “language therapy”]
#30[mh “speech therapy”]
#31(speech* or languag* or communicat* or sign* or nonverbal* or non-verbal* or cue*)
#32[mh “Sign language”]
MEDLINE Ovid

Searched up to 22 January 2018 (968 records)
1 Down Syndrome/
2 (down$ adj syndrome).tw.
3 Downs disease.tw.
4 trisomy 21.tw.
5 chromosome 21.tw.
6 (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism).tw.
7 Intellectual Disability/
8 Developmental disabilities/
9 (intellectual$ or learning) adj3 (disabilit$ or disabl$).tw.
10 (developmental$ adj3 (delay$ or disabilit$ or disabl$)).tw.
11 mental$ retard$.tw.
12 or/1-11
13 exp child/
14 (child$ or infant$ or babies or baby or toddler$ or girl$ or boy$ or pre-school$ or preschool$ or nurser$ or kindergarten$ or kinder-
garten$).tw.
15 or/13-14
16 12 and 15
17 exp Parent-Child Relations/
18 Parenting/
19 exp Parents/
20 Caregivers/
21 or/17-20
22 education/
23 teaching/
24 "Early intervention (Education)"/
25 early interven$.tw.
26 Education of Intellectually Disabled/
27 education, special/
28 language therapy/
29 speech therapy/
30 (speech$ or language$ or communicat$ or sign$ or nonverbal$ or non-verbal$ or cue$).tw.
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MEDLINE In-Process & Other Non-indexed Citations OVID

Searched up to 22 January 2018 (208 records)

1 (down$ adj syndrome).tw,kf.
2 Downs disease.tw,kf.
3 trisomy 21.tw,kf.
4 chromosome 21.tw,kf.
5 (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism).tw,kf.
6 (intellectual$ or learning) adj3 (disabilit$ or disabl$).tw,kf.
7 (developmental$ adj3 (delay$ or disabilit$ or disabl$)).tw,kf.
8 mental$ retard$.tw,kf.
9 or/1-8
10 (child$ or infant$ or babies or baby or toddler$ or girl$ or boy$ or pre-school$ or preschool$ or nurser$ or kindergarten$ or kindergarten$).tw,kf.
11 9 and 10
12 ((speech$ or languag$ or communicat$ or sign$ or nonverbal$ or non-verbal$ or cue$) and (parent$ or maternal$ or mother$ or father$ or paternal$ or carer$ or caregiver$ or care-giver$)).tw,kf.
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PsycINFO Ovid

Searched up to 23 January 2018 (731 records)
1 down's syndrome/
2 (down$ adj syndrome).tw.
3 Downs disease.tw.
4 trisomy 21.tw.
5 chromosome 21.tw.
6 (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism).tw.
7 intellectual development disorder/
8 developmental disabilities/
9 (intellectual$ or learning) adj3 (disabilit$ or disabl$)).tw.
10 (developmental$ adj3 (delay$ or disabilit$ or disabl$)).tw.
11 mental$. retard$.tw.
12 or/1-11
13 (childhood birth 12 yrs or infancy 2 23 mo or neonatal birth 1 mo or preschool age 2 5 yrs or school age 6 12 yrs).ag.
14 (child$ or infant$ or babies or baby or toddler$ or girl$ or boy$ or pre-school$ or preschool$ or nursery$ or kindergarten$ or kindergarten$).tw.
15 13 or 14
16 12 and 15
17 parenting/
18 exp parent child relations/
19 parental involvement/
20 parent child communication/
21 parental role/
22 exp parents/
23 caregivers/
24 or/17-23
25 education/
26 teaching/
CINAHL Plus EBSCOhost (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature)

Search up to 23 January 2018 (504 records)

S1 (MH "Down Syndrome")
S2 down* syndrome
S3 Downs disease
S4 trisomy 21
S5 chromosome 21
S6 (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism)
S7 (MH "Intellectual Disability")
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Academic Search Complete EBSCOhost

Searched up to 22 January 2018 (2317 records)

1.DE “DOWN syndrome”
2.TI (down* N1 syndrome) or AB (down* N1 syndrome)
3.TI Downs disease or AB Downs disease
4.TI trisomy 21 or AB trisomy 21
5.TI chromosome 21 or AB chromosome 21
6.TI (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism) or AB (mongol or mongols or mongoloid or mongolism)
7.Intellectual Disability
8.DE “DEVELOPMENTAL disabilities”
9.TI (intellectual* or learning) N3 (disabilit* or disable*) or AB ((intellectual* or learning) N3 (disabilit* or disable*))
10.TI (developmental* N3 (delay* or disabilit* or disable*)) or AB (developmental* N3 (delay* or disabilit* or disable*))
11.TI mental* retard* or AB mental* retard*
12.S1 or S2 or S3 or S4 or S5 or S6 or S7 or S8 or S9 or S10 or S11
13.TI child or AB child
14.TI ((child* or infant* or babies or baby or toddler* or girl* or boy* or pre-school* or preschool* or nurser* or kindergarten* or kinder-garten*)) OR AB ((child* or infant* or babies or baby or toddler* or girl* or boy* or pre-school* or preschool* or nurser* or kindergarten* or kinder-garten*))
15.S13 or S14
16.S12 and S15
17.DE “PARENT-child caregiver relations”
18.DE “PARENTING”
19.DE “PARENTS”
20.DE “CAREGIVERS”
21.S17 or S18 or S19 or S20
22.DE “EDUCATION”
23.DE “TEACHING”
24.DE “EARLY Intervention (Education)”
25.TI early interven* or AB early interven*
26.DE “PEOPLE with disabilities --Education”
27.DE “SPECIAL education”
28.language therapy
29.DE “SPEECH therapy”
30.TI (speech* or language* or communicat* or sign* or nonverbal* or non-verbal* or cue*) or AB (speech* or language* or communicat* or sign* or nonverbal* or non-verbal* or cue*)
31.DE “SIGN language”
32.Manual Communication
33.DE “NONVERBAL communication”
34.S22 or S23 or S24 or S25 or S26 or S27 or S28 or S29 or S30 or S31 or S32 or S33
35.S21 and S34
36.DE “PARENTS-Education”
37.DE “CAREGIVER education”
38.TI ((parent* or maternal* or mother* or father* or paternal* or care* or caregiver* or care-giver*) N3 (coach* or educat* or intervention* or learn* or program* or teach* or train*)) or AB ((parent* or maternal* or mother* or father* or paternal* or care* or caregiver* or care-giver*) N3 (coach* or educat* or intervention* or learn* or program* or teach* or train*))
39.TI ((parent* or maternal* or mother* or father* or paternal* or care* or caregiver* or care-giver*) N3 (interact* or interact* or involve* or mediat* or respon*)) or AB ((parent* or maternal* or mother* or father* or paternal* or care* or caregiver* or care-giver*) N3 (interact* or interact* or involve* or mediat* or respon*))
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SpeechBITE (speechbite.com)
Searched up to 22 January 2018 (78 records)
“Down syndrome” OR “Parent or caregiver” filtered by publication types = RCTs

UKCRN Portfolio Database
Searched 21 March 2016 [9 records]
Search strings used in research Summary Field (With “All” selected)
down syndrome speech
down syndrome communication
down syndrome language
down syndrome parents
down syndrome mediated
down syndrome naturalistic
down syndrome milieu
Hanen

UK Clinical Trials Gateway (www.ukctg.nihr.ac.uk)
Searched 24 January 2018 (6 records)
down* syndrome AND speech
down* syndrome AND language
down* syndrome AND communication
intellectual disability AND speech
intellectual disability AND language
intellectual disability AND communication
developmental disability AND speech
developmental disability AND language
developmental disability AND communication
developmental delay AND speech
developmental delay AND language
down* syndrome AND parent* AND communication
down* syndrome AND parent* AND language
down* syndrome AND parent* AND speech

Clinical Trials.gov (clinicaltrials.gov)
Searched up to 24 January 2018 (79 records)
Conditions: down syndrome
Interventions: parents OR carers OR caregivers or naturalistic OR milieu OR focused OR responsive OR mediated OR interaction OR involvement OR speech OR language OR communication OR sign OR nonverbal OR cue
AND
Age group: child (birth-17)

World Health Organization International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP; apps.who.int/trialsearch/default.aspx)
Searched 24 January 2016 (23 records)
Advanced search
Condition: down syndrome
Intervention: parents OR carers OR caregivers or naturalistic OR milieu OR focused OR responsive OR mediated OR interaction OR involvement OR speech OR language OR communication OR sign OR nonverbal OR cue
The Hanen Centre (hanen.org)
Last searched 22 January 2018 'Research Summaries' (4 records)

‘WhatWorks’ (thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/whatworks)
Last searched 22 January 2018 (15 records)
Area of Need: speech Language Communication
Age Range: preschool
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROTOCOL AND REVIEW

1. Review authors

   i) Paul Conway did not contribute to the review and hence was removed from the author line.

2. Background

   i) We have re-written parts of the Background section with more up-to-date references on the condition and intervention.

3. Secondary outcomes

   i) We planned to include all of our secondary outcomes in the ‘Summary of findings’ table (O’Toole 2016), but instead we included only seven in compliance with MECIR Standards.

4. Electronic searches

   i) We searched two additional MEDLINE segments, which are updated daily and which became available to us after the protocol was published: MEDLINE in-Process and Non-Indexed Citations; and MEDLINE Epub Ahead of Print.

   ii) By the time of the top-up search, UKCRN Portfolio Database had been replaced by UK Clinical Trials Gateway.

5. Data extraction and management

   i) We did not use the categories of Intervention integrity as proposed by Dane 1988, but instead looked at treatment fidelity in terms of implementation fidelity and intervention fidelity with the categories recommended by Lieberman-Betz 2015, as these were more appropriate for parent-mediated intervention.